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This report, Recycling Works, marks the completion of the first stage of a research project
examining the barriers impeding the increased reuse, recycling and recovery of domestic
waste. Sustainable waste management demands effective partnerships and this repor-t is the
outcome of such a collaboration between Friends of the Earth, the Community Recycling
Network and UK riTaste.

This partnership is a first for both Friends of the Earth and UK W.aste. It has occurred
because both organisations believe that to obtain more sustainable waste management practices

in the UK, there is a need to identify and introduce cost effective and practical means of
recovering much more material from the domestic waste stream. This research project will
help to highlight good practice both internationally and in the UK, ancl it will consider the
legislative and policy instruments that might be required from Government to ensure a

steady rise in recycling rates in the UK. Environmental and economic benefits, including job
creation, underpin this objective.

From a business perspective, and specifically in relation to the needs of Recycle UK, UK
\Waste's associated packaging -Waste Compliance Scheme, a significant volume of materials
from the domestic waste stream must be recovered to meet the medium to iong term statutory
targets for packaging waste recycling. Achieving cost-effective strategies is essential. Flndings
from the research could be very pertinent if the Government chooses to adopt statutory
rather than aspirational targets for the recycling and recovery of domestic waste.
The community waste sector is ever to the fore of innovation in sustainable waste management

practice and the Community Recycling Network believes that this repofi and subsequent
work will play a key role in informing debate on Government waste policy and strategies.

The research project is managed by the Community Recycling Network and funded
through the Landfill Tax Environmental Body provisions by UK rWaste and by a contribution
from Friends of the Earth UK.

Friends of the Earth exists to protect and improve conditions for life on Earth, now and for
the future. Friends of the Earth is
. one of the largest international environmental networks in the world, with over 50 groups
across five continents
. one of the UK's most influential national environmental pressure groups
. a unique network of campaigning loca1 groups, working rn 240 communities throughout
England, tJTales and Northern Ireland
. clependent on individual supporters for over 950/o of its income
Contact: Mike Childs, Senior'Waste Campaigner, Z6-28 Underurood Street, London N1 ZQ
Tel: 0171 490 L555 Fax: 0171 490 0881 e-mail: info@foe.co.uk 'Web Site: www.foe.co.uk

The Community Recycling Network (CRN) was established by Friends of the Earth in L990.

It is an umbrella body for about 200 community-based waste projects and businesses.
Collectively these employ about 500 people, offer places to 3,000 volunteers and recycling
seruices to an estimated 4.5 million people in the UK.

Contact: Andy Moore, Co-ordinator, 10-1,2 Picton Street, Montpelier, Bristoi 856 5QA.
Tel: 0117 942 0742 Fax: 0117 942 0754

e-mail: crnmail@crnhq.demon.co.uk \fleb Site: www. crnhq.demon.co.uk,/

UKW'aste is wholly owned by \Tessex N7aste Management Ltd which is a jort venture company
between \Tessex \7ater plc and \7aste Management International plc. The company operates

at 46 locations throughout the UK employing over 1,700 people and providing a range of
waste collection, recycling, recovery and disposal seruices. Recycle UK is the compliance
scheme operated by Practical Recycling System Ltd, a wholly owned subsidiary of \Tessex

\7aste Management Ltd.

Contact: David Boyd, Government and Industrial Affairs Manager, Gate House, Castle Estate,
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Turnpike Road, High \Wycombe, Bucks HP12 3NR.

TeI01494 449944 Fax:07494 537779

Impo?'tant: Please note tbat collaboration on tbis project d.oes not imply tbe Community
Recycling Network, UK Waste and Friends of tbe Eartb enclorse eacb otbers' policies or practices.

Front cover photograph: Mitchell-UNEP/Still Pictures.

Other pictures as credited or supplied by research team.

Contributors and research team:

Mike Childs - Friends of the Earth (Contributions on context and policy)
Andy Moore - Community Recycling Network
David Boyd - UK Waste

Robefi Argue is president of REIC Ltd (Canada) and was the original designer and coordinator
of the Blue Box 2000 Recycling Program in Ontario along with numerous other recycling
and resource conservation proiects in Canada and Thailand. (Section J - Maximising
Diversion, Section 6 - User Pays)

Keith Collins, economist, is a member of Ecologika and a Director of the London Recycling
Consortium and worked previously in the Treasury, Green Industry Office and Ministry of
Environment and Energy in the Ontario Government, Canada.

Kathy Killinger worked in the 
.W'aste 

Reduction Office and Green Communities branch of
the Ontario Ministry of Environment and Energy and was Recycling Officer for the Borough
of East York, Ontario, Canada. (Section 3 - Electric Car-ts, Section 4 - Newark and Sherwood)

Jan McHarry is an independent consultant, adviser to the United Nations Association
Sustainable Development Unit and has been instrumental in developing the National
Recycling Forum's Buy Recycled Programme. (Section 3 - San Francisco & Bay Area, Section

7 - Clean \?'ashington Centei King County and the UK case example. Plus the enviable task of
pulling all the different contributions together in an editorial role.)

Alfred von Mirbach is a consultant with REIC Ltd and was \Waste Management Coordinator
for Lanark County as well as working on numeroLrs other waste management projects across

Canada. (Section 4 - Earth-Vorks, with Cheryl Nash, Section 5 - Refillables)

Robin Murray was a Director of the London Pride -iTaste Action Programme and is
currently a Director of the London Recycling Consortium. (Section 4 - St Edmundsbury,
Section 7 -reprocessing)

Cheryl Nash is Senior Projects Manager with Compost Management and consultant to REIC

and has worked on numerous recycling and composting projects in Canada, US and Thailand.
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Neighbourhoods Unit, a non-profit community development and environmental consultancy
(Athens), George Ruddock, Director of Recycle-IT! and Ray Georgeson, Executive Director
of W.aste N7atch.

lnitial research: Rebecca Hoyland and Jane 
-Wilmore (Athens) and informatlon supplied by

David Middlemas, Community Composting Network.

Design and Production: Helen Miller.

Proofreading: Susan Pearson and Helen Gamsa
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Recycling Works. That may come as a surprise to some readers in the
UK. Almost ten years after the Iast Government set a target of recycling
25o/o by 2000, we are still at a pitiful recycling rate of around 7o/o. But
this publication shows that recycling can work and rates well in excess
of 50% can be achieved.

The role of Government
Section 1 of this report analyses why the UK has perfbrmecl so badly. It comes to the
conch-rsion that the blame lies, on the rnost part, with the lerst Government. It failed to put
in place mechanisms (funding and other-wise) to ensure that recycling flourishes. The
Government clid improve standards at disposal facilities - ancl that has to be welcomect -

but, as Section 1 also outllnes, sustainable development requires reduced resoLlrce use not
jtrst improved pollution control. The new Government has yet to draw up a strategy for
ir-r-rproved resollrce use, although early signs in the sllstainable development strategy
consultation, Opportunitiesfor Cbange, and in the draft waste strategy, Zess Waste More
Value, are promising. But zr note of caution must be str-uck, the last Government's talgets
for recycling were promising but ,.tio.r did not materialise, the new Government mLrst not
attempt to Llse the same cynical approach to news manipulzrtion.

Secti<>n 2 shows the substantial role the Government has in ensuring that recycling works.
It states thzrt the Government should ensure that packaging recovery notes (PRNs) resr,rlt in
increased investment in reprocessing and recycling infrastrlrcture. It should support EU
moves on producer responsibility for electricai goods and cars. It should legislate for
increased newspaper and magazine recycling and an improved recycled content of newspapers
(by supporting the Recyclecl Content of Newsprint Bill). It shoulcl improve procllrement
policies to sLlpport the uptake of recycled materials and introduce quality standards where
these are needed (for example for waste-derived compost). It should use economic instruments
to incentivise recycling ancl composting (increase the landfill tax, introdllce an incineration
tax, consider taxes on virgin resoLlrces such as paper). It should also ensure that funding
flows to recycling and composting schemes. In short, there is a real need for active
Government involvement in waste and resource issues.

Composting case studies
Section 3 looks at a number of recycling case studies from the UK and North Amerlca. It details a

Canaclizrn scheme that is achieving a recycling rate above 600/o and suggests that the key lessons

to be learnt are that success requires a convenient and effective system for residents, together
with a comprehensive promotion and education programme. Crucially, in tenns of sr-rstainable

development, it shows that there are economic and ernployment gains from this scenario.
Challenges differ from location to location in the UK. In London, a city with real transport

congestion, the r-rse of electronic handcarts to soLlrce separate recyclables is profiled. These
h:rnclcarts have provecl to be very popr-rlar with operatives and the public, as well as

economically attl'active. In Bath and North East Somerset, a partnership between the local
authority and the community sector has resulted in an effective and popular recycling
system. Government grants and Supplementary Credit Approvals have been invaluable in
cleveloping this serwice, but the involvement of the commLlnity sector and the public have
been key to the recycling programme succeeding.
In San Francisco in the USA a mature recycling system is detailed. This recycling programme

has shown tl-re irnportance of developing regional markets for recycled materials and suggests

that real economic and employment benefits will follow. A young recycling systen-r in
Athens, Greece, shows how recycling systems can even be developed in high density areas

where kerb.side collections are not possible.

FOE/CRN Report - Recycling Works(iv)
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Section 4 looks at the positive results from a number of organic composting systems. A
home composting programme from Canada that involved 'compost doctors' to help
householders compost is described. A centralised composting programme in St

Edmundsbury, Suffolk shows the importance of source separation in producing quality
composts. A number of successful community composting schemes across the UK are profiled
In Belgium, the production of energy from organic wastes using anaerobic digestion is also

examined. A11 these case studies highlight the potential for high diversion rates, the
importance of ensuring a qualiry compost through source separation, and the need for
quality on-going education programmes.

Creating iobs
Section 5 highlights the social benefits from reuse. A ground-breaking white goods refurbishment

scheme ln Liverpool is profiled. This scheme is providing quality training in a high
unemploymentarea. A computer reuse scheme that provides low price top quality computers
to charities and voluntary groups in the UK and abroad is also detailed. A successful reuse

system for beer bottles in Canada is also described.

Section 6 tackles the thorny issue of variable charging for household waste disposal, an

issue that generated much excitement when the Government launched it's draft strategy

Less Waste More Value. The case study described shows that variable charging can work,
can be popular and can result in less fly tipping.

Section 7 draws upon case studies in the USA and the UK to stress the impor-tance of
increasing regional reprocessing capacity through the use of mini-mills and innovative uses

for collected paper, steel, aluminium, plastics and texiles. Experience suggests that employment
and economic benefits will materialise, as well as reduced environmental impacts. It also

suggests the importance of developing markets by attracting new industries and encouraging
the uptake of recycled materials by existing businesses.

A reason to be cheerful ?
This report is optimistic about the potential to achieve the "revolution in resource use"

which the House of Commons Environment, Transpofi and Regional Affairs Committee and
others believe is essential to achieve sustainable development. A11 we need is a determined
Government prepared to take a lead, enthusiasm from other players to learn from existing
practice around the world, and a willingness from everyone to work together to achieve the
employment, economic and environmental benefits that wiil result from a high recycling
and composting waste management.

FOVCRN Report - Recycling Works



Recycling is not new. The practice has occurred for thousands of
years and remains a fundamental activity in many parts of the wodd.
This'snapshot'report demonstrates that recycling is about the'art of
the possible';viewing secondary materials as a resource and
opportunity rather tl^nn a problem. The report focuses primarily on
household waste rather than industrial arisings and seeks to illustrate
potential for higher waste diversion, recycling and composting rates.

In recent years, there have been efforts to discredit recycling by
various vested interests within the waste management and logistics
industries. The economics haye been called into question as well as

the actual need to recycle, given the other available means of waste
disposal, with or without energy recoyery. But recycling can work
and can bring economic and employment benefits as well as

environmental gains.There is much room for improvement, despite
the popularity of recycling as an environmental activity, given that
the UK's recoyery rate is small compared with other parts of Europe
just 7 .5% (t996/7 figure).

Building a viable and sustainable recycling
infrastructure takes time. If the UK is serious
about its commitment to sustainable
development now is the time - with the
new waste strategy consultation process
under way - to develop the vision and set in
place all the necessary elements. In addition
to r-rsing available technical expertise and
economic incentives, moving for-ward
demands political wi11, and the involvement
of all players - central and local government,
industry, the community sector and individuals
is essential.

This report is a contribution to that
debate. It contains a number of sections
that help set the context and explores the
reasons why change is needed. Policy
lnitiatives that might help achieve the
rewarcls of a higher recycling,/composting
scenario are introduced. The main bulk of
the report includes case studies illustrating
good practice at all levels - including
internationally - and tools for making
progress. These initiatives are deliberately
drawn from a wide net and do not seek to
repeat existing well-documented examples.
This report does not pretencl to be the final
answer but it will hopefully inspire people
to nnderstand the 'art of the possible' :rnd
means of working towards it.

Annual waste arisings. Source: Digest of Environmental Statistics, 1997

Demolition & construction

Current Ievels of waste generation in
the UK
The UK produces 414 million tonnes of
waste each year of which approximately
two-thirds is controlled waste (the waste of
greatest concern). Hor-rsehold waste (the

focus of this report) accounts for 27 million
tonnes per year of this tota1. \Thilst household
arisings are only a relatively sma11 proportion
of total waste arisings much of the other
waste is prodr-rced as a result of manufacturing
processes for consumer products. It has

been calculated that for every tonne of
product made, ten tonnes of materials have
been lrsed to manufacture them. Therefore
reducing household waste and lncreasing
the efficiency of resource use ls essential to
reduce ovcrall waste elisings.

Eoo

Recycling is not new. The practice has occurred for thousands of years and remains a
fundamental activity in many parts of the world.
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Household waste and resource use
Of the 27 mlllion tonnes of household
waste produced every year just 7.50/o is

recycled or composted. Recent waste

composition studies have shown that over
400/o of waste could be recycled and 30- 40 o/o

composted. The UK's poor track record to
date has been described by Michael
Meacheq Minister for the Environment as

"frankly pathetic". In the latest Government
consultation document, 'Less Waste More
Value', he states that "the Government
believes that recycling is critical to the task

of making our waste management more
environmentally acceptable; and is committed
to a substantial increase in the role it plays

in this country". The UK's poor performance
on recycling is put to shame by countries
that are recycling at a much higher level.

S0urce: ETSU An lntroduction to Household

Waste Management 1998.

Lewisham Kerbside Waste Study - June 1997 sample.

In the 1998 Consultation Paper on
Sustainable Development Opportunities for
Cbange, the Government stated that
"production and distribution patterns will
have to change to reduce emissions,

resource use and waste". How far we have

to improve resource use is a matter of
debate but there is a growing awareness

that enhanced efficiencies can bring
economic and employment benefits as well
as environmental improvements. For example,

every tonne of material recycled in the UK
not only reduces waste but also cuts down
on the amount of waste generated elsewhere

in mining and processing operations.
Opinion surveys consistently show that the

public views recycling as the preferred
option. For example, a 1998 opinion poll
commissioned by W'aste Nflatch shows that
recycling is supported by 960/o of people
and that 86% would recycle more if they
had a doorstep collection scheme.Approximate market values

June 1998

Material Economic Value
f per tonne

Aluminium 650

Textiles 100

Green Glass 15

PET Plastic Bottles 120

Newspaper & Magazine 0

White Office Paper 25

Materials Recycling Week

LPAC, Environment Agency, 1997, towards a London waste strategy,

overview.

Some of the 20% of waste that cannot be recycled may be better landfilled or
incinerated. However the quantities of material best for incineration are so small they
in effect rule out this option. lncinerators now have to be huge to be economically
viable. In the longer term we should be designing away the last 2oo/o - making all
waste 100% recyclable or compostable.
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Of the 27
million tonnes
of household
waste
produced
every year
just 7.5% is
recycled or
composted.
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Resource use and sustainability.
An international project by Friends of the Earth groups has estimated the limits to
resource use and calculated the required reduction in resource consumption for
developed countries.

Renewable resources
The limits to renewable resources are identified by estimating sustainable yield whilst
also ensuring that other functions of the ecosystem are protected. For example, in the
case of wood, forests play an important role in protecting watersheds, soil stability
and biodiversity. Friends of the Earth has estimated that the UK (the world's fifth
largest consumer of paper) needs to reduce virgin wood consumption by 73o/o by the
year 2050.

Non-renewable resources
The debate around the limits of non-renewable resource use has shifted from concern
about the finite nature of those resources to the environmental impacts of mining and
processing activities associated with them. There are thought to be around 300 years'
worth of aluminium reserves but the implication5 of mining the bauxite are imense.
For example, the Valco aluminium smelter in Ghana produces 'lo/" of the worldt aluminium
and is powered by hydropower from the Akosombo dam on the Volta river. The dam
flooded an area half the size of Wales and forced the relocation of 80,000 people,
destroying local industries and agriculture.
For every tonne of copper mined a massive 'l 10 tonnes of material is unearthed,
pulverised and treated with toxic chemicals such as arsenic. This raises further cause for
concern in the health effects occasioned by heavy metals building up in the environment,
especially true of mercury used in gold extraction, and yet another instance of the
unsustainable use of the environment as a resource

Friends of the Earth has estimated that the UK needs to reduce virgin aluminium
consumption by 88% and virgin steel use by 83% by 2050.

Equity and reduced consumption
. At present 2O% of the world's population uses 80% of the world's resources: the other
8oo/o - the population of the developing world - uses only 2O% of these resources. Such

inequality cannot continue. The reductions identified by Friends of the Earth illustrate
the scale of the challenge facing the UK if it is to achieve sustainable development. The
reductions are largely based on the premise that countries shoutd consume no more
than their fair share of resources - a premise that recognises that inequality drives
environmental destruction and conflict. Whether the Government will respond to this
challenge remains unclear although there are indications that some Government
departments will resist radical changes. For example, a memorandum from the
Department of Trade and lndustry to the Department of the Environment, Transport and
the Regions urged them to drop the proposed sustainable development indicators on
resource use and equity.

For a fuller explanation of FOE's work in this area, see the publication 'Tomorrow's
World, Britain's Share in a Sustainable Future' Earthscan, 1998

Recycling and composting targets
Numerous targets have been set over the
years for movlng waste away from landfill
and increasing recycling and composting.
For example:
. In 1990, the Government set a target of

recycling 250/o of household waste by the year

2000. \fith the current rate of approximately
7.50/o tl,.e likelihood of reaching this target

will

have

weli
ple,

UK

nationally is extremely slim, although some

individual local authorities have already met

this figure. A concerted effort is required by
Government and other parties even to get

close. Internationally, some countries have

already exceeded 250/o recycling and are

aiming for 500/o and beyond.
. In 7995, further targets were set in the

Government policy document, Making

FOVCRN Report - Recycling Works



Waste Work. These included a target of 400/o

recovery of household waste by 2005
(recovery being defined as including rerycling,
compostinEl and incineration) and composting
1 million tonnes of organic waste per annLlm

by 2001. These targets were described by
the Labour Party as "modest in the extreme."
. The introduction of the Packaging

Regulations in 7997 (just before the General
Election) brought more targets. 250/o of all
packaging waste was to be recycled by
2001, with a minimum of L50/o for each
material. \flhen these regulations were laid
before Parliament, Michael Meacher, the
new Government's Environment Minister
remarked that "as usual, the Tory
Government has managed to achieve the
worst of both wodds. They have wavered
and delayed over the regulations, and set the
weakest possible targets abandoning, any
pretensions to care for our environment."

The Government has stated in its draft
consultation paper, Less Waste More Valwe
(fune 1998) tl-rat it wishes to increase rerycling
and recovery t.o 40o/o by 2005. Longer-term
targets have yet to be introduced but with
the Packaging Regulations under review
and the new waste strategy consultation
exercise, it is inevitable more targets will
be introduced.
Any increase in the collection of recyclable

materials has to be matched with measures
to ensure there is a market for the materials.
Research published by Frlends of the Earth
(|une 1998) reveals that a substantial number
of 1oca1 authorities are cutting back on
recycling schemes because of the low price
being paid for waste paper. The Community
Recycling Network, \7aste \i7atch and
Friends of the Earth are campaigning for
legislation to increase the recycled content
of newspapers. This would provide a
guaranteed market for waste paper and
ensure the economic viability of some
recycling schemes. This campaign is attracting
a growing number of supporters, including
UK \ifaste.

Current policy driving increased
reGyclrng
Clearly it is not good enough just to set

targets for increasing recycling; there have
to be regulatory and policy measures to
ensure the targets are met. Policy measures
currently in place include:
Landfill: Regulations controlling landfill
have become more stringent over the last

FOVCRN Report - Recycling Works

20 years and, as a result, new sites in the
UK are generally well designed and
controlled. Before the mid 1970s landfi11

was virtually unregulated. However all
Iandfills will ieak at some point, a fact
recognised by the House of Lords Select

Committee on the Enropean Communities.
The impact of the regulations has been to
force an increase in landflll costs, but with a

Iarge number of older sites still operating to
lower standards, landfill remains the
cheapest waste disposal option in most
parts of the UK.
A driver for change is the proposed EU

landfill directive requiring a 650/o reduction
in the amount of biodegradable waste
disposed of to landfil1 in the UKby 2020.
(In most other EU states it is by 2016). This
will force a shift to increased recycling and
composting although it could also lead to
increased incineration.

DTl, The Competitiveness of the UK Waste lVlanagement lndustry, 1997

lncineration: A large number of incinerators
were closed at the end of 7996 because
they could not meet tighter emission standards

introduced by the European Commission.
Due to the cost of abatement technology,
the cost of this disposal route has soared.
Another Directive to reduce further emissions
is currently under discussion and is like1y to
be introduced within the next few years.

This will fumher increase costs perhaps by
as much as 59 per tonne.

These new conrrols on incineration are

liable to make this an uneconomic option in
the near future, especially since there is
now the possibility of an incineration tax.
This was suggested by Customs and Excise
in their repofi to the Treasury on the operation
of the landfill tax and could be introduced
within the next five years or so. A few
witnesses at the House of Commons
Environment Commiitee inquiry on
Sustainable'Waste Management stated that

.'.r-"
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such a tax should be applied to incineration
in the same way as to landfill in order to
encollrage waste reduction and recycling. In
addition. there is growing pressure Io
remove the subsidy given to incinerators
under the UK's Non Fossil Fuel Obligation
(NFFO). A reporr published by the
European Commission has estimated that by
2010 the cost of incineration is likely to be
5140 per tonne. The Energy from'Waste
Association conceded that in the future,
plants taking about 50,000 tonnes per year
might prove to be the preferred option as

part of an integrated local waste strategy.
The landfill tax: In October 1996 the
Government introduced a tax on wastes
going to 1andfi1l. The tax was set at 57 per
tonne for most controlled wastes and
revenues raised are used to offset reductions
in employer's National Insurance contributions.
Under the landfill tax credits scheme, landfill
operators are able to divert 20o/o of liable
taxes to approved environmental projects
although at present they cannot divert fr-rnds

for 1oca1 authority recycling schemes. Much
of these funds are being used for environ*
mental improvement projects near and
around landflll sites rather than on projects
related to reducing waste.
The landfill tax will be increased to S10 a

tonne in March 1999 and the extra money
raised (as much as 5200 million) would
sensibly be used to fund increased recycling
and composting. Higher rates of tax would
spur enhanced recycling.
Producer responsibility: The packaging
regulations'Producer Responsibility' Iegislation,

introduced by the European Commission,
requires manufacturers to take responsibility
for their products throughout their life
cycle. The packaging regulations, introduced
tn 1997, place an obligation on producers
to ensure that 250/o of packaging waste is

recycled and 500/o recovered. Because of the
low recycling targets (a minimum of L50/o

for each material), most activity has focused
on transit packaging and retailers, in-house
waste. The regulations, although heavily
criticised by sections of the packaging
indr-rstry, have 1ed to increased recycling
activity. They are currently under review by
the Government and amendments are

expected to increase the leve1 of household
waste recycling.
International experience suggests that

significant reductions in packaging waste
will arise from the implementation of the
Regulations. For example, in Canada a

national packaging protocol resulted in a

50% plus decrease over eight years in
packaging waste going to landfill or
incineration. In Germany packaging legislation
has led to a 72o/o decrease in the amount
of packaging used.

Conclusion
At present, recycling is not really working
in the UK. There are a variety of reasons
but the underlying cause is the lack of
measures implemented by previous
Governments to support recycling and to
ensure that resource use improved. If the
current Government is serious about its
intentions to develop sustainable waste
management, it must act soon to put in
place a package of measures designed to
ensure that 'recycling works'. Some
suggestions are covered in the next section
of this report.
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The first section of this report outlined targets and mechanisms put in
place by the previous Government to increase recycling and composting.
Despite progress, the reality is that recycling has not flourished as

well as it might have done if appropriate promotion and support had
been available at the national level. Good working practices do exist and
there is much potential upon which to build. As illustrated by the
following case studies, a propedy resourced rerycling infiastructue can
bring economic prosperity as well as environmental benefits.This
section outlines some of the poticy measures needed to make recycling
work and improve resource efficiency.

A sustainable waste strategy
There is no doubt that a Government waste
strategy is essential, not only to outline
what regulations and fiscal instruments the
Government plans to implement but also to
introduce targets for future performance.
The UK Government released its latest draft
consultation paper, Less Waste More Value in

June 1998 which cleady recognises the
Government's own role in acting as a
catalyst for improving waste management
and promoting sustainable consumption
of resources.
The proposed strategy sr-lggests that the

Government will introduce long-term
"ambitions" for waste minimisation, allowing
different players (stakehoiders) to understand
where they should be investing energies and
money. It also states that the Government is

willing to interuene to increase markets for
recycled materials and that further producer
responsibility legislation will be introduced.
The consultation paper makes it clear that
the Government will Llse the tax system to
encoLlrage better practice, and that it wili
potentially use landfl11 tax monies to
encourage recycling.
The draft strategy is, on the who1e, very:

good but it does have two weaknesses.
Firstly, it underestimates the ability to increase

recycling, composting and the markets for
recycled materials. Hence the strategy's
sr-rggestion that to meet tarElets in the
Landfiil Directive, increased incineratlon is

necessary. Secondly, the strategy does not
adequately address the potential for increased

employment opportunities through higher
levels of recycling ancl composting.
At present there is an Llneven playing field

bemveen incineration and rcrycling/composting.
Incinerators get suppofi through NFFO, receipts
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from the sale of their Packaging Recovery
Notes (PRNs) and the lower landfill tax on
their residues. All these need to be withdrawn.
Recycling needs sced funding end necds
transition time until the necessary cultural
changes occur, participation rates increase,
collection and logistics systems start working
efficiently and there is aclequate processing
capacity. Advocates sllggest that it should
be given a head start of five - eight years.

Recycling infrastructure is the area requiring
most investment; appropriate adjustments to
the PRN system could be used to ensure
adequate investment into this area.

Producer responsibility legislation
'Producer Responsibility' invoives an
expectation that those responsible for bringing
certain products on to the market should
take greater responsibility for them, cradle
to grave. Packaging is the first waste stream
to be targeted; other sectors likely to be
involved in fuiture include electronic goods,
tyres, batteries and motor vehicles. Producer
Responsibillty is potentially a powerful
mechanism to redlrce waste and drive
improved design for durability, reuse and
recycling. This is especially tr-ure if waste
taxes are high, making disposal unattractive.
The lntroduction of the 7997 packaging

regulations heralded the UK's first producer
responsibility legislation (although in practice
they are not "pure" Producer Responsibility
in that the producers, packers, fillers and
retailers are only responsible for 5Oo/o of
packaging waste). The theory underpinning
the legislation is that the producers should
pay for the treatment of t1-re packaging
waste they create. Income generated should
substantially assist the recycling of this
waste in the area where it is generated. At
present waste disposal costs are borne by
the commnnity via the Council Tax. Critics
of the current scheme argue that the present
system is not fair, is not transparent and is

far too cumbersome.
The regulations have led to the setting

up of a nnmber of compliance schemes, for
example, Recycle UK, UK \7aste's associated
Packaging riTaste Compliance Scheme,

which will help companies to meet their
obligations.
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The regulations hzrve also come in for
fierce criticism from a nr-rmber of sources
ancl are subject to G<>vernment review. The
rnajor criticisms have included clairns that
some reprocessors 2lre reporteclly witl-rholcling
PRNs (proof that m.1tel"ia1 has been clelivered
for recycling), that PRNs :tre not f'eecling
througl'r to different players (e.g. collectors)
and tl'rat recycling talgets are set toci low
(especially for alr-uninium). There are also
criticisms that the Environrnent Agency (tl're

regulator) is being to<t lenient with finr-is
that are f:riling to meet their obligations.
The G<>vernment sliolrlcl conect these fzrilings

ancl set higher recycling t2lrgets as well zrs

enslrring that obligatecl companies are given
responsibility fbr a llreater proportion of the
waste packaging scheme.

They sl'rould encoLll':.lge higher levels of
recyclecl fibre in newsprint and shor,tlcl sllppolt
European Commission initizrtives on electrical
goocls ancl cars.

Minimum recycled content in goods
In the<>ry, Producer Responsibility legislation
that encapsulates tztrgets for recycling :rnd
reuse will lead to an increased uptake of
recyclecl n'iaterials. H<>wever this is not a
celt:rinty :rnd in soltte areas (particulally
where Producer Responsibility legislation
does not exist), lt may be necessalT to
introcluce regulations on a minimum level
of recycled content in goocls or iter-ns. This
n,oulcl increase the usage of recyclecl
matel'ials tl-rereby reclucing costs thl'()Llgl'r

increasecl economies in scale, for example,
in proch-rction.

Minirmm content glriclelines can have a

positive impact on rhe demand sicle of the
eqlration. For exan-rple, r,r,.hen zr nur-nlter of
US state legislatr-rres recogniseci tl-rat

recycling laws were leacling to an increzrsecl

supply of newspaper as well as contributing
to a clecline in its plice, several passed
legislrttion calling lbl urinirntrm cont(nl
stanclarcls in the newspapers solcl within
their states. Results came swiftly.
Newspaper publisl-rers started to clen-rancl

neursprint containing lecycled content, the
supply of which l,.as limited. Tl-rat lecl
cor-npanies to start cleveloping the capability
to procluce recyclecl content newsprint. Ten
new newsprint de-inking facilities started up
in 1,991 and newspaper publishers in 11

other states (11 alreacly had minirur-rrn
content l:rws) startecl to develop voh,rntary
minimurn content agreements with state
governn-)ents.

In Mzrrch 1998, l-riencls of the Earth, the
Corl rrunity Recyclinp; Network ancl \Waste

\Watcl-r drafted a par'li:rmentary Bill mandzrring
an increase in tl-re recycled content of
newsprint. The Bill c:rlls for a manclatory
content of 80% recycled paper in newspapers
by 2010. Commissioned resezrrch indicates
that tl'ris level of recycled content wouid
have environmentitl lrcnefits as rvell as leacling
to aror-rnd 10,000 new jobs, ancl woulcl also
save the UK apprr>xin-rately 5175 rnillion per
year in redr:cecl imports of paper fiorn
Canacla and Sczrnclinavia. The Bill was
introcfi-rced into parliament by Davicl Chayor.
MP ancl I'ras the sLlppott of a growing nlunber
of MPs, local zrntholities and businesses.
The Bill will be re-introduced in atrtnrun
199i1 with the aim of geming it passecl by
September 1!!!.
In surnn-iary, the Government shor-rld

sLlpport the Recyclecl Content of Newsprint
Bill and keep i,rncler review the in-rpact of
the packaging regulations. If necessary, the
Governrlent sl-roulcl introduce minitnum
recycled content stanclards for pack:rging
encl consider setling rninimrrrtt c()ntent
stanclards for other products.

Recycled content procurement policies
'Closing the Recycling Loop'thror.rgh the
increasecl use ancl pr-rrch:rse of recycled
materials is a critical but often overlooked
issue. There is en<trrrous scope fbl the
clevelopment of plrblic and private sectol'
procllrement policies that encor-rrage tl-re

ch<>ice of recyclecl goods and in particlllar,
the increased specification of recycled
content. As a maj<>r purchaser of goods
ancl senrices, the Government sl-rould take
zr leacl in this area. Initiatives already
nnclerway inclr-rcle the Department of the
Environment, Transport and the Ilegion's
extensive paper procLlrement policy which
specifies 100% recycled paper, rvith a

post-consllmel' content of at least 80%.
Contr:rctors proch-rcing printecl uaterial are
also expected to trse recyclecl materials and
goc>cl practice purcl-rzrsing checklists have
been circulatecl t<> other Depziriruents.
\Wl-tilst these initiatives 2lre warmly welcon-recl,
there is still murch roorn for it-nprc>vernent
ancl fbr such proctrrement to extend to
other Government clepartments. Local

Elovernment also l-ras a serions role to play
in terms of its orvn influence on green
pfocLlrelnent.

But responsibiliry fbr increasecl speciflcation
ancl procurement of recycled proclucts also

'As waste
management
costs rise,
policymakers
and residents
are demanding
higher levels of
accountability
from recycling
programmes."

FOE/CRN Report Recycling Works



"The
community
that collects
the most
valuable
components of
solid waste
most efficiently
and whose
entrepreneurs
turn them into
cost-effective
raw materials
for global
markets will
have the most
profitable -

and probably
the most
sustainable -

community
recycling
programmes."
Christopher Juniper.

Buzzworm 1993

has to extend far beyond Governrnent.
Companies and institr-rtions seeking to

irnpro-u.e their environmental performance
shor-rlcl look to review their existing
purchasing practices to ensr-lre that iten-rs

containing recycled content are not excludecl,

and are positively encouraged lvherever it ls
practically and economically feasible to do
so. Specifications shoulcl be basecl on
perfbrmance rather than on the material.

'Buy Recycled' initiatives essist in increesing

awareness about procluct zrvailability and

support overall market development
objectives. Experience derived from the

National Recycling Forum's Buy Recycled

Programn'ie (1995-8) confirms the biggest
balriers to be entrenchecl attitudes, poor
publlc perception about product availability
and performance, and access to markets.

Overcoming the inertia and knor,vleclge

gaps recluires education and positive
promotion of recyclecl materials in everyday
applications. Accessible information is critical
hence the clevelopment of the UI{ Recycled

Proclucts Guide. jointly published by NRF/
\Maste \watch ancl the NRF 13uy Recycled
Internet \fleb Site at w-ww.nrf.org.uk (func1ec1

primarily thlough the Biflawarcl).
The 1998 Environment Select Committee

report warned that despite increases in the

landfill tax ancl increased activity on the
part of Governrnent in 'gettlnEl its own
house in order' on green procllr:ement,

these measures lnay not be enough. Other
optlons sLrggestecl to the Committee inch-rdec1:

. establishment of legislation cletermining
minimum recyclecl content for cefiain prodr-rcts

. recluction of VAT on recyclecl proclucts to
stimulate clemand
. revision of national product specificatlons
to remove barriers wlrich urork against the

incorporation of recycled materials
. establishment of a tax on r.lrgin materials
to make the cost of recycled materials more
compzrrable (where prices are eievated)

Breaking tlror-rgh the barriers reqr-rires action

by a lr-rultitude of sectors and stakeholders,

set within a sr-lpportive national framework.
Government commitment to this process is
funclzrr-r-ientzrl to engender investor confidence.

In sumn-iary, enhancecl market development
measures inciucle:
. policies to promote the nse of secondary
materials - adoption of minimum content
.'regulation
. information exchange ancl technical
assistance
. Br-ty Recycled Initiatives

o ciirect flnancial assistance
. taxes and f'ees
o grants
. regr-rlations

(luality standards
\Mhen forcing a shift towards the uptake of
secondary materials it is essential to ensure

that the quzility of n-iaterials is 'fit for pllrpose'
ancl that clrstomers can have conficlence in
them. Chosen correctly, secondary materials
can, and do, perform equally well to their
virgin counterparts but quality asslrrance
remains an important issue in brezrking
t1-rrough many of the myths that surround
recycled content proclncts ancl materials.

The Government should rvork in parlnership

with other competent boclies to proclLlce

quality standarcls for seconclary materiais.
One of the starting points where stanc'lards

are needed is waste-derivecl compost.

Economic instruments
The potential to use economic instrlrments
to increase environmental performance is
beginning to be tested throughor-rt Europe.

Over the long-term and as part of a pzrckage

of measures, can rewzrrd, and therefore
encoLlrage, continuous improvement and
they can leave people free to tly new r-r-retl-iods.

Iior exarnple, the landfl11 tax encourages

anything that rech-rces lanc1fi11 volumes -
companies are left fiee to choose whzrt

means they use. However the landfill tzrx

does not have a direct effect on l-rouseholcl

waste proclnction becallse councils ckr not
cl-rarge householcls on the basis of hon'
much wzrste is prodnced. In parts of
Gern'rzrny and tl"re Nethedands waste collection

charges depend on the size of the bin
provided; this provicles a very direct
incentive to recluce householcl waste. This
report contains a czrse example of this policy
in actlon in Canacla.

Environmental taxes are better used to
achieve policy objectives rather t1-ran trying
to set them through incomplete assesslreflt
of externalities and the r:se of the highly
controversial contingent v'.rluation technique
which surveys public opinion, presents

tr:icle-offs of possible actions and assesses

willingness to p21y (refer to Glossary). Any
taxes shoulcl be informed by environment:rl
economic assessments br-rt given the
interplay of other factors, for example,
trade barriers and investor conficlence,

shoulcl be set by elected politicians not by
compr'lter models.

FOE/CRN Report - Recycling Works
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Two potential forms of tax are:
Resource taxesr A tax on virgin resources
would both increase the competitiveness of
secondary materials as well as provide an
incentive to reduce overall consumption of
resollrces. Introdr-rcing a virgin fibre tax
wor.rld alleviate problems revealed in recent
Friends of the Eartl-r research Qune 1998)

regarding the withdrawal of recycling
schemes by a number of local authorities
becar,rse of the volatility of the paper market.
Further research is to be published by
Friends of the Earth, 'W'inter 1998, making
recommendations on the use of economic
instrllments to reduce paper consumption.
Waste taxes: Landfill is the cheapest waste
disposal option in most parts of the UK and
in some places, incineration may also be
cheaper (in the short term) than recycling.
The introduction of waste taxes could help
change this situation, rnaking recycling not
only the preferred environmental option but
also the preferred economic option.
The existing landfill tax will be increased

from 57 per tonne to i,10 per tonne in
March 1.999. As part of the tax regime, landfill
operators are allowed to divert 200/o of their
tax liability to environmental bodies for
projects approved by ENTRUST, the official
regulator. Under the Regulations, waste
manal]ement companies cannot benefit
directly fiom such contribr-rtions. At present
landfi1l operators cannot divert monies to
local authorities or community-run recycling
schemes. This sitr-ration is under Government
review and the Minister for the Environment,
Rt. Hon. Michael Meacher, has made it clear
that in future he wishes to see some of the
landfill tax money diverted to local authorities
to increase recycling rates.

Communiry sector involvement is impotant
since pr,rblic citizens, as stakeholders, are

not completely represented by local authorities.

The democratic element is important as the
community sector seeks to efirpower people
and communities to take responsibility for
the waste they produce. Collectively, the
community sector is the largest collector of
separated kerbside recyclables in the UK
with services offered to well over half a million
homes and rising swiftly.
Friends of the Earth and the Commr.rnity

Recycling Network sLrpport annual increzrses

in the landfill tax of aror,rnd S.2 per tonne
and recommend that a tax on incineration
shor,rld be introduced. The Government
shor,rld also investigate introducing a virgin
fibre tax. The revenue raised bv these taxes

should preferably be used to rednce taxes
on employment or ftlncl ftirther environmental
schemes. The Government should also
removc the strbsicly given to incineration
thror-rgh the Non-Fossil Fuei Obligation
(NFFO). NFFO was intended to sLlpport
renewable energy not the energy produced
through the use of fossil ftlels such as plastics.

Fufther work is recommended to investigate
how revenues raised through the r-rse of
economic instrllments might be applied to
slrpport the demancl for products made from
secondary raw materials. Fufiher consideration
of the User Pays/Pay as You Throw variable
charging rates concept and its potential for
the UK is desirable.

Funding
Recycling needs seed funding to allow it to
grow and flourish. Tl-re case studies in this
repofi highlight that, over time, recycling does

become the best economic option as well as

the better environmental option. A report
identifying the financial anangements required
to make this a reality will be published in
Autlrmn 1998 by the Community Recycling
Network,/Friends of the Earth r-rsing landfill
tax monies donated by UK \il7aste.

It is importaflt to note the long-time concerrr
of many local authorities that they do not
have adequate finances to enable them to
increase recycling facilities. It is debatable
whether simply providing local authorities
with more finance is really the answer.
Some commentators sLlggest that local
authorities will waste the money on undr-r1y

expensive hi-tech schemes whilst others
argue that authorities are best placed to
increase recycling and should be given the
necessary sllpport. The Community
Recycling Network and Friends of the Earth
slrggest that, in flltllre, the problem should
not be finding the money. Increasecl waste
taxes and producer responsibiliry shor,rld

provide ample soLrrces of finance.
The Government iltLrst explore ways to

ensLlre that available fr-rnds are, by some
mechzinism, transferred to reryclers, preferably
in a way that rewards good practices and
penalises bad practice. Incentives are needed
to promote waste redLlction and rense
efforts as well as recycling. In addition,
measufes to sllpport the switch to €]reater
use of recycled materials require investigation,
for example, new financing mechanisms to
sllpport company start-ups perceived as too
risky for conventional lending institutions.
According to David Dougherty, Director of

Collectively,
the community
sector is
the Iargest
collector of
separated
kerbside
recyclables in
the UK with
services
offered to well
over half a
million homes
and rising
swiftly.
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the Clean \Tashington Center (see Section

7), dealing with recyclable materials means

dealing with commodities and the volatile
price swings witnessed in the markets
today. These fluctuations will not abate until
the market is more diversified, highlighting
the desirability of creating some type of
financial hedging mechanism - an insurance
against uncertain prices - allowing buyers
and sellers to 'hedge' the price risk, i.e.

transfer it to a third party.

Conclusion
These poliry measures, if introduced correctly,

will help the UK recycle more materials and
reduce overall consumption of resources.

But before they are implemented there
should be full consideration of all details by
all stakeholders. It will be necessary to
implement the suggested recommendations
as lpackage of measures, not as a 'pick and
mix' selection. Undoubtedly there will be
other policy measures also requiring attention
and implementation if the UK is to grow an
expanded secondary materials economy and
finally move along the path to more *stainable
management of resources.

10 FOE/CRN Report - Recycling Works



"Tbe current lerrcl (oJ recyclirtg) reJlects ntcu'ket
conditions but it cloes nri reJlect tbe requit"ements
of a swstainable society"
House of Commons, Environment, Transport and Regionai Affairs Committee, 6th Report, Sustainable

Waste lVanagement 1998

Recycling is at a crossroads in the UK. The significant opportunities
for increasing the collection of recyclables have been mapped out by
many commentators but what is less clear is how the clramatic increase

in recycling rates, necessaly to reach Government targets, can be achievecl

in both an environmentally beneficial and cost-effective manner.

Recycling is still a relatively yor-rt1-rfr-rl incil-rstry

yet it is tecl-rnica11y and economically
complex. J'l-rere is no one i>ptimum solution.
Part of tlie problen'i is that recycling is often
competing on an 'uneven plztying field' with
other waste lllanagernent practices whose
ful1 costs are not taken int<> account. The
costs of collection schemes cornbined witlr
an uncertain marketplace fi>r recovered
materials ancl resr-rltant price fluctuations are

key barriers to expancling recycling potential.
Br-rt expansion is critical if tl-re UK is to n-rake

the transitic>n to a sustainal>le society based

on increasecl resor.lrce efficiency.
Recycling ancl composting will undor-rbteclly

gzrin in prominence as the lanclfill option
cleclines l)Lrt attituclinal shifts - regarding
cliscardecl materials as a resollrce rather than
a proltlen-i - need to accelerate the process.

Overall, recycling has to be set in context
as part of a rurch wider issr,re incorporating
waste reclLlction and reuse. Creating tl-ie right
conditions ancl a recycling culture wili tzrke

time but. us the examples in this report
highligl'rt, witir tl-re rigl-rt level of commitment
political leadershlp and vision it is more
than possible to build a sr-rstainable recycling
infrastrLlctLrre.

Recycling has real beneflts in terms of
environr-nental impact; it reclr-rces demand
for raw materials, ar.oicls carbcln dioxide :rncl

methane (gleenhouse g'.rses ) en-iissions ancl

reduces the volume of waste requiring final
clisposal. lltrt tl-rere are clisbenefits too.
According to tl-re Departnrent of tl're
Environment, Tl'ansport ancl tl'ie Regions,
these inchrcle: tl'anspolt implications; pollution
generation fion-r producti()n processes; local
clisan-renity, ar-rcl if markets :rre lrnst:rb1e, rnay

leacl to recyclate l-raving to be clisposed of.

Collection systems are hcoming increasingly

sophisticated with an increased focus on
kerbside collection as a means to improve
recovery rates. Kerbside, rather than 'bring'
systems such :'Ls bottle-banks, zrre also
identified within the Hor-rse c>f Commons
Environment Committee 6th report, 1998 as

providing a greater incentive to householders
to participate.

High collection costs have dominated
clebates :rbor,rt tl-ie viability <>f recycling. I3ut

rrany commr-rnity businesses have been
successful in offering labour-intensive, low
technology, nulti-material kerbside collection
serwices. Those in the Bath ancl Bristol area

are goocl examples. They are primarily
responsible for the high recycling rates in
tl-rose regions ancl are now engaged in
lowering their costs per tonne as the volur-ne

of recyclecl n-rateriai grows.
The 1997 Coopers & Lybrancl srlwey founcl

a tremencloLrs variation in costs of kerbside
collection with councils being very secretive
about tl-re tl'Lle costs and results of their
recycling operations. For a variety of reasons,

including a lack of stanclarclisation in waste
measllrement and accounting, rleaningfr-r1

con-rparisons between loc:r1 authority
perfbmrance can be very cliflicult to iltake
and this 'league-tabling' may l>e counter-
procluctive to the long-tenn clevelopment of
sr-rstainable recycling options.
The following assortment of case str-rdies

highliglrt diffLrent levels of innovation and
involvement in collection nlethods, in the
promotion <>f integrated recycling systems ancl

in measures to increase public participation.
The comment is sometimes macle that if you
want to learn anything about recycling, you
need to look t>verceas. Perhaps rvith sufficient
impetlrs ancl political will, the UK cor-rlcl

catch up u,ith its Europe:rn ancl international
cor-lnterp:rl-ts early in the next n-rillennium.

The tsltrc []ox rccycling lrrogrrlrnme wxs
introclucecl in Ontario to enc()Llr'zrge sr-rstainable

clisposal practices and preserue chvindling
landfill czrpacity. Tl-ris str-rcly, con-rpilecl by
Kathy Killinger and Robelt Argr-re,

demonstrates how it is now rr rnatLlre system

reflecting the increase of hor-rseholder
particip:rtion ovel' the periocl ancl l-rigl-rlighing

how perceivecl lin-rits to recycling can be

FOE/CRN Report - Recycling Works



pushed fr,rrther and fr,rrther. The BIue Box
system served as a model for Friencls of the
Earth Project Unit (UK) to pilot kerbside
schemes in the UK.

But recycling is not just about collection.
Many of the leading progmrrrnes have worked
hard to make the link berween recycling and
healthy local economic development. The

example from San Francisco and the Bay
Area, prepared by Jan McHarry, demonstrates
the amount of effort required to reach new
frontiers in recycling. California has now
designated 40 Recycling Market Development
Zones (RMDZ) and provides low interest
loans of Lrp to US$l million for businesses
utilising recycling materials. In its first 18

months the Oakland /Berkeley RNIDZ generated

US $8.2 million in investment for recycling,
created 155 new jobs and diverted 100,000

tons of new material from area landfills.

Maximising Waste Diversion - Quinte, Ontario, Canada

The Blue Box 2000 scheme in the Quinte area in eastern Ontario
demonstrates how high levels of waste diversion can be achieved by
combining recycling, home composting, reduction, reuse and financial
incentives to form a comprehensive system. Over a seven-year period
starting in 1989, household refuse generated by the 95,000 residents
was reduced by an average of 68%. Over this period, the total cost of
the waste management and recycling programme - including disposal -
dropped by 39%. The Quinte area in eastern Ontario includes the towns
of Belleville, Trenton and Sidney (pop. 37,000, 16,500 and 17,000) and
the surrounding rural areas.

Blue Box 2000 is a multifaceted waste diversion
programme based on the principle of separating

material at source and includes the following
key components:
. an expanded recycling programme (20 different
materials collected in seven compartment
collection top-loading vehicles) serving all

households including flats and rural areas
. a home composting programme that includes

distributing and installing over 25,000 free
composters
r an innovative household hazardous waste
programme with reduction, reuse and recycling

components
. initiatives to stimulate reduction and reuse

activities (reuse guides, save-a-sack campaign)
. extensive on-going promotion and education
programmes (poster cards, newsletters, calendar)
. the three largest municipalities in the area

have implemented 'User Pay' refuse programmes

12 FOVCRN Report' Recycling Works

Moving to Southern Europe, David Birley
describes a city striving to increase its
recycling rate where kerbside is not an option.
Athens has been one of the pilot areas in
the ERRA project; this example provides
evidence that viable recycling partnerships
can win the day.

Back in the UK and on a srnaller scaie,

Bath and North East Somerset Council is
working in partnership with the voltintary
sector to top the 25o/o recycling rate
achieved by Bath before local government
re-organisation. Andy Cunningham, Manap;er

of Bath ancl -Wansdyke Recycling, provides
the background information to this successful

partnership. Kathy Killinger and Keith
Collins describe a new innovation - the r-rse

of electric carts - for efficient collection of
materials in high density urban areas.

to provide residents with additional motivation
to divert and reduce waste.

The aim was to develop the broadest possible

waste diversion options - composting. recycling,

reuse - and then introduce regulatory measures

such as banning certain materials from landfill,
limiting the number of refuse sacks per house-

hold, and ultimately, charging for each refuse

sack set out (recycling and composting are free).

The following chart shows how the diversion
programme has developed and matured over

the years to reach its high levels of diversion.



Maximising recycling
The goal of maximising the amount of material

recycled was achieved in three ways:
. Expanding the number of materials that
could go in the box. From the initial news and

pams, cans and glass to include virtually all

paper and cardboard products, all plastic

containers, plastic sacks, textrles, empty paint

cans and aerosols. Some material (such as

kitchen card) required market development

until markets were established.
. Ensuring that residents knew what to put in

the box and were reminded on a regular basis

through promotion and education programmes.

Tools included periodic newsletters to all

householders, flyers to highlight new materials

and to remind people of what goes in the box

and how to prepare it, problem cards, frequent
newspaper adverts, calendars laying out collection

schedules and extensive work through schools.
. lntroducing regulatory measures after the
programme was well established to provide an

incentive to stimulate residents to separate all

their recyclable and compostable material.

With good promotion and effective programmes

residents typically recycle 50 - 600/o of what is

possible. Basic regulatory measures, such as

sack limits and banning materials from landfill,

increases this to 75%. When residents pay for
each sack of refuse they dispose of, an average

of 85ok of available material is recycled - rising

as high as 97o/o for newspaper and PET soft
drink containers.

Maximising composting
Waste composition studies showed lhat 460/o

of the waste stream was made up of compostable

material. Home composting was identified as

the most cost-effective method of waste reduction

since it removes material from the collection

and processing system altogether. A decision

was made at the start to try and maximise

home composting pnor to considering the need

for collection and central composting of food

waste. There is a seasonal collection of leaves,

which are centrally composted in open windrows.

Opportunities for central composting of industrial

and commercial organics are also being examined.

The challenges identified with home

composting were: (1) how to get compost units

to as many residents as possible, and (2) how to
get residents to use the units.
. Composters were distributed at no cost to
25,000 residents both door-to-door (urban)

and at depots (rural)" Approximately 65% of
households are currently composting.
. The municipalities remained actively involved
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after the units were distributed by providing

support through a compost hotline, several

trained'Compost Doctors' who made house-calls

to sort out problems and encourage maximum

use of the composter, and ongoing promotion

and education campaigns.
. A survey of some 200 households found a

95% satisfaction rating with composting.
o The average organics in the refuse were
reduced by 7O% in areas with user pay schemes.
. Kitchen organics were reduced by 46%,
while garden waste was reduced by 93%.

Maximising other diversion activities
A number of other waste reduction activities
were promoted as part of the Blue Box 2000
programme. These activities included the
following:
. A 3Rs Centre where potentially reusable

material can be dropped off or picked up.
. A Reuse Directory for each municipality listing

outlets for reuse (buy or sell).
. A household hazardous waste depot that
encourages reuse through give-away days and

recycl i ng.
. A'Clean & Green' programme promoting

alternatives to cleaners and garden products.
. Save-a-Sack programme to encourage shoppers

to bring their own carrier bags.
. Reducing junk-mail with co-operation from
local flyer delivery firms.
. Support of other programmes such as

community lumble sales, grass-recycling
campaigns (leave grass clippings on the lawn),

and waste reduction guides for different sectors

such as schools and businesses"
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'User pay'
programmes
resulted in a
significant
increase in
all diversion
activities
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Promotion
and education
is key to
successful
programmes.
This requires a

comprehensive,
on-going
strategy that
targets a range
of audiences
and media

Regulatory measures
After the introduction of the diversion options,
regulatory measures were introduced. These

included banning recyclable material from
disposal, sack and bin limits, and eventually
'User Pay' refuse programmes. Typically, each

sack or bin set out for collection had to have a

tag that cost $1.00 or $2.00 (about 50p or f 1)

(For more detail on 'User Payl schemes, see

Section 6 of this report).
. 'User pay' programmes resulted in a

signrficant rncrease in all diversion activities
. the public responded well once the
programme was introduced, giving it a 85%
approval rating
. initial concerns over illegal fly-tipping and

double taxation did not materialise

Results
The Blue Box 2000 programme has been subject

to detailed studies of waste composition, refuse

and recycling bin set-outs, public attitudes and

other relevant factors over the last seven years.

The following information summarises the data

for Belleville, Trenton and Sidney:
. The tonnes of residential waste going to
landfill went from 26,297 tonnes in 1989
(before diversion programmes were implemented)

to 16,845 tonnes in 1993 (with diversion
programmes in place but before User Pay) to
8,485 tonnes in 1996 (with 'User Pay') - a 68%
diversion. This is a reduction from over one

tonne per household per year to 350 kg per

household per year.

o The average refuse sack or bin set out was

reduced to 0.7 binVsacks per household per week.
. Recycling accounts for 29o/o diversion from the
original waste stream. Organic diversion accounts

for 33oh. Waste reduction accountslor 6ok.

Waste management system costs
Annual refuse collection and drsposal costs in

1989 were $154 per household (about f73).
By 1996, with full diversion programmes in

place, this was reduced by 39ok to $94 per

household (about f45) This cost includes all

waste activities such as refuse collection and

disposal, recycling collection and processing,

composting collection and central processrng,

household hazardous waste programme, bulk
goods collection, promotion and education,
and administration.

These savings are the result of a number of
factors:
. with 68% less refuse being collected, fewer
collection vehicles are needed resulting in

reduced collection costs
. there are significant savings in tipping fees

for disposal
. the incremental cost of collecting and processing

a wide variety of recyclables is partially offset
by the increase in income from material sales
. significantly fewer tonnes are handled by the
municipality because of widespread use of
home composters

The actual cost to the municipalities for the
whole waste management system (including

refuse), after factoring rn the net income recyclable

materials and sale of refuse tags, was $42 per

household (about f20).

Materials Collected:
. news and pams . steel and alu cans
. glass . corrugated cardboard
. kitchen cardboard . PET plastic
. mixed rigid plastics (PVC, HDPE, PS, tubs)
. mixed household paper
. film plastic . magazines and catalogues
. alu plates and foil . textiles
. empty aerosol cans . empty paint cans
. paperback and hardcover books

Lessons Iearnerl
. Resrdents are prepared to go to great lengths

to divert waste if the programmes are

convenient and effective.
. Diversion is cheaper than disposal. Although
some individual diversion components may cost

more, when treated as a system, the diversion-

based approach is cheaper than a disposal-
based approach.
. Promotion and educatron is key to successful

programmes. This requires a comprehensive,

on-going strategy that targets a range of
audiences and media.
. Diversion-based systems create jobs. lt was

estimated that between 80 and 90 new jobs

What's Lelt in the Garbage

Reduction: 0ther garbage 30% Kitchen organics 46%

Yardwaste 93% Recyclables 88%

Total (to disposal) 67%
1200

! Recyclables

a: Yardwaste

Kitchen organics

! other garbage

Pre-Diversion Pre User Pay User Pay

Source, Blue Box 2000 1996, Frnal Report, Oct 1997
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were created by direct and indirect waste diversion

activity in Quinte.
. Giving out free home composters makes

sense. Composting proved to be one of the
cheapest and most popular waste diversion

schemes, but it had to be made very accessible

to residents.
. 'User pay' for refuse stimulates all diversion

/reduction activities.
. The more diversion tools provided, the more
successful 'User Pay' will be.

o Once 'User Pay' is implemented, the public

supports it when they see that there is little or
no illegal flytipping, significant waste diversion.

and reduced system costs.

Contact: Robert Argue
REIC Perth,

83 Gore Street East.

Perth, ON Canada K7H lJl
Tel: 001 613)267-1 128 Fax: 001 613)267-6696
e- ma i l. reic@ perth. igs. net

Cost Effective Recycling Collection Using Electric Carts -
London, UK

In high density urban areas, the combination of on-street parking and narrow
streets take their toll on the efficiency of kerbside recycling schemes. As
the operatives carry the kerbside box out to the road and sort material
into the compartments, the vehicle blocks traffic. Parked cars leave little
or no room for the recycling vehicle to pull up next to the kerb, therefore
operatives must carry the boxes in and out between parked cars to the
middle of the road. ln order to keep "road rage" to a minimum, the vehicle
must often pull ahead or remain behind the operatives, who then bring
the box to the vehicle. Observations have shown that although dwellings
may be only 6 metres apart, the actual distance travelled to collect and
return an individua! box can be 20 - 40 metres. Collection efficiency is also
reduced when the vehicle has to travel to the bulking site once or twice a
day. While the driver is needed to carry out this task, the time spent by
the other operatives on this journey is unproductive.
Conventional wisdom suggests that on-street sorting time be reduced
either by collecting mixed recyclables and sorting them later at a
Materials Recovery Facility (MRF) or by using Iarger vehicles that fil! up
less frequently. This has been the trend in some North American and
German programmes, however in the UK the narrow streets and limited
capital available for large vehicles and sorting facilities make this option
less viable. ln response to these constraints, an entirely new recycling
system has been developed in London.

Rather than taking the box to the recycling vehicle, a new pavement-
based recycling system has been developed. The system was Iaunched
in the London Borough of Haringey (85,280 households) late in 1997 and
will be launched shortly in the London Borough of lslington (78,800
households). Haringey currently services 25,000 households and expects
to expand borough-wide within a year.

Description
The first application of this new system took
place in a low income, multi-cultural and heavily

congested area within Haringey. Residents

were provided with a green box for setting out
their recyclables weekly. lnitral materials include

newspaper, three colours of glass, steel and

aluminium cans and textiles. Colourful leaflets

that opened out to provide a picture of the box

and pictorial instructions were delivered with
the box. Trained volunteers speaking a variety

of local languages knocked on doors and

FOVCRN Report - Recycling Works



The electric
cart system
has been very
popular
amongst both
operatives and
the public.
The human
scale of the
collection
encourages
residents to
speak to the
operatives,
confirming
what goes in
the box and
addressing
problems as
they arise.

Recycling collection using

pedestrian-controlled carts.

Kathy Killinger

staffed displays at local community centres to
ensure that all residents, irrespective of language,

knew what went into the box.

In place of a multi-compaftment recycling vehicle,

the new system uses narrow pedestrian-controlled

electric carts along the pavement. Carts such

as these are often used in heavily-congested

airports, rarl terminals and factories - and are

made in the UK. The electric cart is less than a

metre wide and just over 2 metres long. In

profile, it is the width of a traditional street

sweeper's cart leaving plenty of room for
pedestrians. lt moves at a walking pace and

has wide tyres, rubber edging, a beacon and

reversing aiarm for maximum pedestrian safety.

The cart allows the operative to stop on the
pavement directly in front of a house, pick up

the recycling box, sort recyclables into separate

sacks on the cart, and return the box to the
property - all without taking more than a few
steps. When the sacks on the cart are full, they
are rolled off the cart at the end of residential

streets, for collection by street-based crane-

equipped vehicles. The sacks are taken to the
bulking site to be emptied and reused.

These electric carts have a number of
add itional advantages:
. emission and noise-free, and seen as part of a

pedestrian and neighbourhood-friendly approach
. Iow-capital and easy to recharge and maintain
. allow operatives to communicate more easily

with households, improving set-out and
participation, and creating a stronger feeling
of community ownership
. elimination of operative travel between
parked and parking cars (a vehicle crew performs

this dangerous manoeuvre approximately
1 50,000 times annually on average);
. operatives no longer have to carry boxes

the extra distance between mid-pavement
and mid -street (equal to between 48-120
ton ne-metres/day
. residents no longer have to worry about
hours of heavy lorry traffic on residential streets,

with hundreds of stops/starts, operative crossings,

emissions, etc

Results
The electric cart system has been very popular

amongst both operatives and the public. The

human scale of the collection encourages residents

to speak to the operatives, confirming what
goes in the box and addressing problems as

they arise. This encourages participation in the
scheme, which ranges between 60ok and 90o/o

depending on the area. Both residents and

operatives alike appreciate that the collection
system rarely blocks the roadway, is quiet and

minimises on-streeL air emissions.

Labour is more efficiently employed as operative

time is spent collecting rather than driving and

walking between parked cars. While collection
staff continue on their rounds, a single operative

in a crane-equipped vehicle collects the fuil
sacks from a number of routes, and takes them
to the bulking site. Depending on the percentage

of boxes set out for collection, one operative
can pass 700 to 900 households per day.

Because of the flexible nature of the sacks

used for sorting on the cart, the number of
materials collected can be easily changed without
changes to the cart itself . This provides flexibility
to deal with different demographic areas,

where the proportion of newspapers or wine
bottles will change from route to route. Next

steps include using solar power to charge the

battery either on-site or at the bulking centre.

Economics
This new system of collection significantly
decreases collection costs. Firstly, the capital

costs of the scheme are much lower than those

using conventional vehicles. The electric cafts cost

less than f9,000 each and the crane-equipped
vehicle costs about f 35,000. Secondly, running
costs are very low, as electric vehicles require

little maintenance and off-peak recharqing costs

oniy 20p per day. Finally, labour productivity is

maximised.

Contact:
Keith Coll i ns, Ecologi ka

Tel./Fax: 01 7 1 -43 1 -0236

e-ma i l. KK 1 @com p userve.com
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A Partnership Approach - Bath and Wansdyke Recyclingn UK

The role of the community sector in initiating commercial recycling
schemes is often underplayed. Promoting environmental improvement
through practical action is a basic principle underpinning many
schemes now maturing into substantial businesses. The following
example highlights these aspects.

lntroduction
Bath and Wansdyke Recycling is a not-for-profit
company established by Avon Friends of the

Earth (FOE)to work in partnership with the
new unitary authority, Bath and North East

Somerset Council. lt is the latest in a long line

of successful people-based projects, initiated by

Avon FOE, with the objective of securing a

partnership approach to maximise resource

recovery opportu n ities.

The precursor of the current scheme was

founded on a certain purity of purpose. ln

1979, recycling was seen to be quite radical,

going against the trends in waste management

and market economies. But recycling domestic
waste captured the collective public imagination;

by separating and saving resources from their
own waste stream and giving it to Friends of
the Earth, thousands of people were able to
'do their bit for the environment'. The original
project was largely funded through government

employment schemes and allowed to flourish

because it did not conflict with any local

authority or commercial ambitions. This 'seed-

corn' money assisted the development of a

fully-fledged recycling operation, now exhibiting

both environmental and economic returns.

Bath and North East Somerset is a largely

rural area to the south of Bristol with a total
population of 167,000. with approximately'
50% residing in Bath. The remaining population

is distributed between the conurbation of
Norton Radstock, the town of Keynsham and a

mix of villages, hamlets and isolated farms.

The recycling service being developed is a

weekly kerbside box collection based on
separation at source and low cost appropriate
technical solutions. (Some outlying rural areas

are served monthly rather than weekly).

Recyclable materials are collected by lorries,

vans and a horse drawn vehicle and delivered

for bulking and sorting at local depots in Bath

and Temple Cloud. Materials handled are

paper, glass, cans, plastic bottles, car batteries,

waste engine oil and foil. Special mini recycling

centres are provided for blocks of flats where
kerbside collection is not possible and recycling

banks for a range of materials are sited at various

supermarkets, car parks, and Civic Amenity
(CA) sites. One site includes a drop-off facility
for paint suitable for reuse by community groups.

One of the key strengths of Bath and

Wansdyke Recycling is the public/private sector

alliance with a not-for-profit group. The private

sector player is UK Waste with whom long

term agreements have been developed to
recover and market materials for recycling.

Building momentum
Prior to local government re-organisation, Avon
FOE and Bath City Council worked together,
piloting a variety of recycling systems to
determine the direction and future policy for
recycling in the city. lssues considered included

frequency of collection, range of material and

type of container; nine systems were tested

and monitored for yield, costs and public

response. The result was that the single most
significant factor in encouraging people to
recycle was the provision of a container. High
participation rates were achieved with both
bags and boxes but the degree of separation in

boxes enabled a more pleasant and efficient
recycling service.

The City of Bath opted for a weekly box
service, collecting paper, glass and cans with
the trial area achieving a 260/o recycling rate in

1995. (Even with a monthly collection a 19%o

recycling rate was achieved).

The city-wide collections, operated by a

driver and a collector, now cover an area of
approximately 1,000 households per vehicle. A
plastic box is provided for each household to
collect recyclables. At collection time, materials

are sorted at the kerbside by the operator and
placed within separate compartments - cages

and bins - on the vehicle. Recyclables arising

from households in high-rise buildings are

collected in banks of wheeled bins which are

tipped mechanically into a side-loading vehicle

specially designed to receive the whole range

of separated materials in one trip.
Two to three loads per day go back to the

depot for unloading by forklift trucks or are

tipped into bulking trailers and skips for paper

and glass. Mixed cans and plastic are put

One of the
key strengths
of Bath and
Wansdyke
Recycling is
the public/
private sector
alliance with
a not-for-profit
group.
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The Council's
current
proposals
anticipate
achieving a

30% recycling
and
composting
target for all
household
waste
by 2000/1
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through a sort line to separate the different
plastic polymers by hand whilst metals are sorted

mechanically by over-band magnet and eddy

current. lndustry support for equipment came

from Recoup, Dairy Crest, Aluminium Can

Recycling Association and Aluminium Foil

Recycling Campaign. The small amount of
residual non-recyclables - approximately 0.5%
of total collected - fall off the conveyor belt
into a waste container, Once segregated and

bulked, recyclables are transported on to
reprocessing plants.

The kerbside collection vehicles are designed

around standard vehicles. Chassis cabs are

purchased and the body and material containers

are then designed for efficient loading access

e.g. low bed and adjustable doors on cages.

Containers are specif ied to contain the
proportionate volumes of material expected to
arise and some provision is made for overflow
into smaller plastic crates. The standard 7.5

tonne Mercedes lorry with containers has a

carrying capacity of 2.5 tonnes. The side

Ioader that serves mini recycling centres and

commercial glass collections is also designed

for a standard chassis. On either side of the
vehicles, there are lifting mechanisms for loading

360 litre wheeled bins at three fixed points

along both sides of the truck
More recently, Bath and Wansdyke Recycling

have experimented with horse drawn collections
(payload 1 .75 tonnes) in some of the villages

close to the Temple Cloud depot. Early indications

seem to demonstrate an enthusiastic public

response.

Commercial recycling services are operated
throughout the area by a sister company, RRS,

handling a range of materials and services for
paper, cardboard, electronic waste, fluorescent
light tubes and security shredding. Glass is

collected from commercial outlets in wheeled
bins and crates, weighed, separated and

accounted for through sales and charges.

To complete the range of materials recycled,

home composting is promoted and compost
bins are provided at substantially reduced

prices for local residents. 5,000 compost bins

and220 wormeries have been distributed.

Driving home the message
A substantial education and communication
programme involves outreach to community
groups and schools. This includes leaflets and

occasional newsletters to householders, in

addition to talks, exhibitions and project work
for teachers. Some of the work is done in

collaboration with another not-for-profit group,

the Recycling Consortium, reaching a wide

audience from play groups to parish councils.

The scheme has well-established local media

links and is featured nationally from time to time.

Targeted surveys and questionnaires are

undertaken to assess public response and
preferences e.g. home composting information
or most suitable collection box.

lmpact
A recycling service is offered to all the 67,000
homes in Bath and North East Somerset with a

18% recycling rate throughout the district.
Recycling is integral to the waste management
plan. ln 1996/7, material collected through
kerbside amounted to 5,317 tonnes, with
1,253 tonnes from banks.

Capital infrastructure has been financed
largely through Supplementary Credit
Approvals and some significant grant awards

through the Department of the Environment,

Transport and the Region's Local Projects Fund

and industry, amounting to a sum of just over

f 700,000. The service revenue cost is financed
through sales of materials, the service charge

to the council and Recycling Credits from the
local authority (breakdown is roughly equal

from each source). The direct net cost to the
council is f40 per tonne or f70 per tonne if
the Recycling Credit is taken into account.
The project demonstrates.
o innovation in achieving an effective partnership

between the local authority and the community
sector
. benefits of developing programmes with full
public consultation rather than a 'top down'
approach
. flexibility in adapting standard vehicles for
specialised work and introducing pollution-free

horse drawn collections in some rural areas
. economic benefits including job creation
potential - the scheme directly employs 33

people in permanent properly paid jobs, and

in addition, there are a number of occasional

volunteers

Contact. Andy Cu n n i ngha m

Manager, Bath & Wansdyke Recycling

Central Services Depot
Midland Road

Bath BA1 3AT
Tel:01225 310 845
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lncreasing Materials Recovery in San Francisco and the
Bay Area, USA

lmplementing recycling programmes and keeping the momentum going
is no easy feat. Commitment to continuous improvement requires
targeted strategies to motivate and engage new sectors of the
community plus policies which address specific areas of the waste
stream. But recycling is not just about collection. Developing markets for
the collected recyclables is a critical activity for long-term sustainability.
The San Francisco and Bay area programmes, serving a densely packed
urban population, provide an example of how one region has addressed
the challenges, expanded diversion and nurtured the links between
recycling and economic development.

Challenges include:
. mandated statewide 50% diversion rate

by the year 2000 with costly penalties for
non-compliance
. large urban population, 750,000 in San

Francisco and six-and-a-half million people in

the Bay area
. high number of multi-family units and often
difficult terrain - the legendary steep slopes of
the city
. diverse multi-cultural community creating a

multi-lingual challenge
. sustaining the momentum to avoid a

'plateau' effect when initial targets met

The San Francisco Recycling Programme,

operated by the city and the county. offers an

ever-expanding package of services including
kerbside and apartment recycling, commercial

recycl i n g, orga n ics recovery, schools ed ucation,
waste reduction, reuse and market development
for recyclables. Today the highly effective
programme has a recycling rate in excess of
30%. Material not diverted is transported to
landfill; as a result of recycling and waste
diversion efforts, the State's landfill capacity,

estimated in 1990 to be adequate for just 13-18

years, has increased to as much as 28 years as

of 1995. Systems in place for municipal solid

waste include kerbside, drop-off and privately

operated 'Buy-Back' centres for recyclable

materials (including items not collected at the
kerbside or large volumes of recyclables).

According to the California Department of
Conservation, Recycling Division 1998, by

recycling one ton (US) of materials in a typical

kerbside recycling programme, at least $265
(about f 176) worth of electricity, petroleum,

natural gas and coal are conserved, even after
accounting for the energy used to collect and

transport materials. The California Beverage

Container and Litter Reduction Act (1986) has

resulted in more than 100 billion beverage

containers being diverted from landfills since

the passrng of the Act. Although, by weight,
beverage containers comprise less than 3o/, of
municipal solid waste generation, they make

up more lhanTok of MSW diversion.

There is also a host of reuse initiatives and City
-wide waste reduction activities targeted at offices,

hotels, restaurants, schools and local populations.

The Urban Ore Discard Management Center has

long proved an effective model for similar reuse

and material exchange schemes throughout
North America and beyond.

The Citys recycling programme was initiated
in 1980 focusing on the drop-off and 'Buy

Back' facilities. The kerbside programme was

initiated in 1989 and has developed in four
phases. lt now serves approximately 300,000
households, including 200,000 in buildings
with five household units or fewer and

100,000 in buildings with six or more units.

The programme collects approximately 50,000
tons (US) of recyclables a year - three-quarters
paper and one-quarter containers. The contract
is operated by Sunset Scavenger and Golden Gate

Disposal, subsidaries of Norcal Waste Systems.

Calfornia, Berkeley urban

ore discard management

centre.

'lt all goes round again.'

J.McHarry
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San Francisco, Calfornia.

Street posters reminding

people what can go in the

kerbside bins. J.lVlcHarry

Residents place glass bottles and jars,

aluminium cans and foil, steel cans and PET

HDPE plastic bottles into the kerbside box provided

by Sunset Scavengers. The boxes are partially

made out of post-consumer plastic. Paper items,

including newspapers, junk mail, telephone

books, flattened cardboard and food boxes are

separated and stored in paper carrier bags.

Collection containers are set out by residents

on the morning of collection and are picked up

by two-compartment recycling trucks.

Larger apartments and multi-dwellings,

unsuitable for kerbside, are issued with 60 and

90 gallon containers that are centrally located

in the building. Different colours are used to
differentiate various materials suitable for
collection. All the collected material is taken to
a central processing site for further separation

and marketing by another subsidary of Norcal

Waste Systems. Over in Berkeley, the potential

value of recyclables resulted in a big problem

with economic consequences; the theft of
kerbside material by 'scavenging' companies.

Fines proved to be a satisfactory deterrent to the

large companies and stronger measures, including

confiscation of material, are being sought.
The cost of the San Francisco kerbside

programme is paid for by residents through

their rates. The total cost is about $7 million or

$23 per household per year. However, revenue

from the sale of recyclables above an agreed

level, required for infrastructural developments,
($2.0 bittion in 1995)is refunded to ratepayers.

This rebate programme is a significant incentive

for participation with rebate payments rising

from $650,000 in 1993, $2.3 million in 1994 to

$3.1 million in 1995. The net cost per ton (US) of
collecting recyclables in 1994 was approximately

$87. ln 1995 this dropped to $82.50, significantly

less expensive than landfilling, which costs about

$1 50 per ton (f1 00).

Tackling other waste streams
There are numerous complementary initiatives

contributing towards the significant waste

diversion and the public recognition which

secured San Franscisco the 1990 National

Recycling Coalition (NRC) award for the USAs

Best Urban Recycling Programme plus the 1996

NRC award for Outstanding Public Education
(SF Bay Area Cities and Counties). For example,

Pacific Bell, a major telecommunications
company, has provided financial support for
the City-wide telephone book recycling
programme since '1988" By 1995 approximately
45o/o of the directories distributed to businesses

and households (825,000 or 1,150 tons), were

collected for recycli ng.

The organic waste stream is not forgotten.
The city contracted the San Francisco League

of Urban Gardeners (SLUG) to conduct home

composting workshops for the general public

and schools. The free classes and accompanying

information materials are available in the
three most commonly spoken languages -

English, Spanish and Chinese (Cantonese).

Low cost compost bins are offered to residents

participating in these outreach programmes.

Pilot organic waste composting schemes for
supermarkets and restaurants have also been

initiated in some Bay Area cities; organic
waste comprises 20-25o/o of the commercial
waste stream.

Promoti ng market development
To help local governments meet the mandated

waste diversion, California designated certain

areas as Recycling Market Development Zones
(RMDZs)for the purpose of offering special

incentives to manufacturers who use recycled

feedstocks in order to expand the markets for
the recovered materials. The RMDZ is a joint
project between the citys recycling programme,

the San Francisco Enterprise Zone, and the
Mayor5 Office. The scheme offers access to
state low-interest loans and technical assistance

as well as a comprehensive package of local

government incentives (includes job training,

site selection, feedstock supplies). Eligibility for
RIVDZ assistance includes:
. recycling-based manufacturers who wish to
expand their operations
. local manufacturers willing to convert from

virgin to recycled feedstocks
. companies interested in relocating activities

within the area
. local business start-ups

Specific emphasis is placed on developing
markets for mixed paper, compostable organic
materials, construction and demolition materials,

HDPE plastic and unsorted plastics. However

this list is not exhaustive and there are a variety

of innovative uses of other materials.

Recycling presents a tremendous economic
development opportunity in urban areas,

including entrepreneurial opportunities for
small businesses and minority-owned companies.

An annual award scheme - the Waste

Prevention, Recycling and Market Development
Grant Program - is available to non-profit and

not-for-profit entitities in San Franscisco

County. According to the group Californians
Against Waste, over 'l 8,000 people are

employed in waste reduction and recycling -

related industries throughout the state.

20 FOVCRN Report - Recycling Works
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Public outreach - the key to success
Recognising that convenience is the key to
recycling success, the city has developed.an

expansive communications programme aiming

to tap into all sections of the San Francisco

community" For 42o/o of the population English

is not their first language so access to trilingual
information at the kerbside and beyond,

including telephone hotlines and community

workshops, is fundamental. Communication
tools include: articles, adverts on the street,

newsletters, directories of recycling service

providers/faci I ities, business-to-busi ness

assistance, an environmental booth for public

events, photography exhibitions, presentations

and media outreach.
A recent success in extending the waste

prevention message to consumers through
displays in supermarkets was a co-ordinated
'Shop Smart' campaign in 1996. Sales of
recycled products and minimally packaged

products increased by almost 20% during the
'Shop Smart' campaign, sponsored by 103

SF/Bay area cities and counties and 225
supermarkets. Exit polls showed that 43% of
shoppers (more than l million regionwide)

remembered one or more elements from the
campaign.

Lessons learned:
. recognition that tackling the waste issue is

not lust about diversion but finding economic
benefits too
. need to work with existing resources and try
not to re-invent the wheel'
. public needs to be given specific direction
and actions

Contact: Recycling Program,

Solid Waste Management Program,

City and County of San Francisco,

1 145 Market Street, Suite 401

San Francisco, CA 94103
Tel: 001 415 554 3400
Fax: 001 41 5 554 3434

. developing effective communications with
residents to sustain participation
. developing techniques to measure the
impact of the recycling initiative on the waste
strea m
. establishing the impact of the scheme on

waste management costs.

Convenient recycli ng faci lities
ln Athens, as in many other Mediterranean

cities, residents, most of whom live in apartments,

are obliged to take their own ref use to
street-side containers, usually positioned close

to apartment entrances. Door-to-door refuse

collection is confined to a small number of
properties mainly at street level.

Developing Waste Recycling in Athens from a Standing Start

The prospect of compliance with the European Uniont Packaging and
Packaging Waste Directive as well as pressures from consumers and
environmentalists to tackle the problems of dealing with household
waste have presented particular challenges in Greece. Forced to do
something quickly and without a strong recycling tradition to draw on,
a remarkable and effective partnership between packaging chain industry
interests, municipalities and academia has been formed. ln five years,
this partnership has designed, financed, implemented, evaluated and
refined a major urban household waste recycling initiative in Athens
from scratch.

The principal parties to the Athens recycling

initiative are:
. the Hellenic Recovery and Recycling

Association (HERRA), a non-profit body formed

in 1993 by Greek packaging manufacturers,

fillers and retailers "...to develop methods for
solving the problems [of] the environmental

burden created by packaging waste..."
. the municipalities of Maroussi, Vrilissia,

Melissia, Pefki and Filothei in Northern Athens
. the University of the Aegean

The tasks facing this partnership included:
. creating convenient recycling facilities for
urban communities in which 80% of the
population live in apartment blocks

FOVCRN Report - Recycling Works



Convenient recycling collections could therefore

be provided by establishing dedicated recycling

containers at street-side in places where residents

are already used to bringing their refuse.

Consequently, 2,500 liftable bins with a capacity

of 660 litres have been set out to serve the

48,000 households included in the Athens

scheme. The recycling containers are blue to
distinguish them from the green refuse bins.

With one container to every I t households

few residents have to walk more than 50

metres tb the nearest recycling facilities and

none, even in the areas of suburban street level

housing, more than ,l00 metres. Residents are

provided with a reusable washable 35 litre blue

plastic bag in which they are asked to save:
. paper
. cardboard
. beverage cartons
. aluminium cans
. steel cans
. PET, PVC and PE bottles
. plastics containers
o glass

to take to the blue recycling bins.

Three times a week on average, the contents

. of each blue bin are emptied into a single

compartment vehicle and taken to a purpose

built Materials Reclamation Facility (MRF). Five

collection vehicles, each crewed by a driver and

two collection workers, are used. A combination

of magnetic extraction and hand sorting is

employed to separate the mixed material into

the ten targeted streams, for bailing and

onward transport to end-users. Fifteen sorting

workers are employed providing one eight hour

shift on most days supplemented by double or
half shifts on Saturdays, Mondays and Tuesdays

when material volumes are greatest.

Communication with residents
The communications strategy for the Athens
project has been designed to foster a recycling

culture in which participation in recycling

becomes routine in the areas served and recycling

concepts become familiar in society at large.

The communication methods for the areas

served include:
. innovative door-to-door visitors to explain,

inform, encourage and remind residents about
all aspects of the recycling scheme and to deal

with complaints and suggestions
. regular distribution of explanatory leaflets

and posters
. an environmental publication for local school

children as well as visits to the MRF
. regular articles in the local press

FOE/CRN Report - Recycling Works

Wider communication has involved:
. on site presentations for representatives of
national and local government and packaging,

waste management and environmental interests,

supplemented by a regular publication

Recycling lVevvs, and participation in seminars

and conferences
. more detailed academic analysis of the

scheme
. systematic placing of articles and features in

regional, national and international media

Measuring performance
Setting up a recycling initiative is one thing.
What the scheme achieves is another matter.

Here again the Athens recycling partnership

faced a challenge. The skills and disciplines of
highly disaggregated waste stream analysis.

separating plastics by polymer types for example,

had to be acquired. Here links with the
European Recovery and Recycling Association
(ERRA) proved useful. Techniques of waste

analysis developed throughout ERRA's network

of recycling prolects were applied to the
Athens scheme.

A series of waste stream analyses has been

carried out on representative samples of waste

from both the refuse containers and from the

recycling bins. By combining the results of the

analyses it is possible to establish:
. overall composition of the waste
. average weight of waste generated per

household per week
o proportion of targeted recyclable waste
. in the overall waste stream

and
. actually recovered for recycling
. contaminants and unrequested items

Aggregating a number of analyses indicates

an overall waste composition shown in the
pie-chart.

Targeted waste amounts to about 25o/o ot
the average waste stream. ln full operation an

average of 30o/o of the targeted waste is being

recovered for recyclrng [i.e. successfully

segregated at the MRF and despatched to
end-usersl. On average 8o/o oI the waste

stream is being diverted from landfill. 300
tonnes of recyclable material per month are

processed by the MRF.

Participation studies suggest lhat 45o/o of
householders in the areas served are taking
recyclable material to the blue boxes at least

once every fortnight.
These levels of performance compare well

with other 'close to home' collection schemes

although collection and diversion rates are

lower than in most kerbside collections.
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Composition of IVISW in the project area

Costs
The impact of the scheme on the overall costs

of waste management has been calculated as

the difference between (A) and (B) below:

(A) Actual waste management costs

including recycling scheme made up of
recycling scheme costs

(amortisation of vehicles and capital

equipment at MRF + all running costs

(staff, fuel, maintenance, licences, insurances,

publicity, office costs etc).

plus

actual refuse service costs

(waste collection costs + waste disposal costs),

less

revenues from sales

of recovered materials.

(B) Estimated waste management Gosts

without recycling scheme derived from
actual refuse service
(waste collection costs + waste disposal

costs) (as in (A)),

plus

costs of collecting and disposing of
wastes currently diverted into recycling.

The costs of the current waste management

service including the recycling scheme (A) are

estrmated to be 19% higher than would be

the cost of collecting and disposing of all

household wastes without any recycling (B).

Future developments
The Athens scheme is a pilot initiative. There is

considerable scope for improving its performance

and reducing the difference in cost by:

. increasing the quantity and quality of
participation by continuing promotional efforts;
. increasing sales revenues by stimulating

secondary materials markets;
. developing approaches to handle the large

quantities of organic material in the waste
stream.

Were the relatively low waste management
charges in the Athens area to increase, this
too would obviously reduce the cost difference
between waste management with and
without recycling.

As for other urban centres in Greece, the
joint financing model of the Athens scheme in

which the start up and operating costs of
recycling schemes are shared between packaging

industry interests and the municipalities is

attracting interest and may be adopted
throughout the country.

Contact:
Yiannis Razis,

Project Manager, H ERRA,

40 Ag. Constantinou St

Maroussi, Greece. - 151 24
TellFax: 00 30 1 680 4955.

e mail: herra@hol.gr

ng,
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"In natLtre, no orgamic substance is syntbesised
unless tbere is a prouision for its degt"adation;
recycling is enforced"
Barry Commoner, Making Peace with the Planet, 1990

According to a 1997 survey from the CompostingAssociation, the
total amount of waste composted in the UK rose from around 60,000
tonnes in 1993 to a proiected figure of over 300,000 tonnes in 1997.
This includes 200,000 tonnes of household waste, a fifth of the way
towards the Government's target of composting one million tonnes of
household waste each year by 2000. Despite these increases, less than
4% of household waste is composted compared to 44% in Germany.
Factors inhibiting growth include the relatively low price of tandfill,
doubts over markets and legislative barriers.

The progress of compostlng initiatives was
hlghlighted by the House of Commons
Environment, Transpor-t and Regional Affairs
Committee 6th Report which notes that
community or centralised composting has

helpecl some locai ar-rthorities achieve the
highest recycling rates in the country. The
Government remains keen to increase the
volume and quantity of waste composting,
building upon the existing target of 400/o of
households with gardens to be composting
by the year 2000.

In the past, Government documents have
often estimated the percentage of organic
matter in the waste stream to be in the
order of 20%0. Recent waste composition
studies in the Midlands and London have
shown that this trgure is greatly underestimated,

with the real figr-rre lying in the range of
350/o to 450/0. This has a significant impact
on waste diversion strategy and indicates
that increased emphasis should be placed
on oppofiunities for dealing with the organic
fraction of the waste stream.

There are other drivers too. The 1andfi11

tax will increase the costs of disposal and
upcoming European Union restrictions on
the amount of organic matter going to landfill
- to reduce methane and other greenhouse
gas emissions - will increasingly impact.
Barriers in the past have included quality
and end market issues but local authority
experience now demonstrates that careftrl
specification of particular garden or green

wastes for centralised schemes ensures a
quality end-product. The question of markets
has been addressed in two DETR publications
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promoting waste-derived compost to
specifiers and producers. The main
applications include soil improvers, planting
composts, topsoil manufacture and mulches.

Household waste composting is often the
cheapest and potentially the most eff-ective

method of waste diversion. Since it removes
material from the waste stream, it not only
reduces disposal costs but collection costs

as wel1. Although home composting has yet
to "provide a statistically significant" level of
reduction, the House of Commons
Environment Committee 6th report (1,998)

recommended the production of "simple
guidelines on best practice for household
composting". These should be undertaken
by Government "in conjunction with the
voluntary sector".
The DETR does not hold accurate data

sources on the extent of composting. It is
difficr-r1t to measure the amount of material
diverted through home composting since it
is not weighed as part of the collection
system. A number of local authorities have
provided interested residents with simple
kitchen scales to weigh or estimate the
weight of material composted. However,
this information is often inaccurate or biased

as only the most dedicated composters will
weigh material for any period of time.
'Before and after'waste composition analyses

can be helpful in determining the success of
home composting scherles.
The popularity of home composting

schemes has 'exploded' in recent years
according to the tracle journal, Materials
Recycling'X/eek, with councils and
manufacturers coming together to se11 bins
to environmentally-conscious members of
the public by the lorry 1oad. Many local
authorities provide subsidised composters to
residents for between 55 and S15.

Distribution takes place by response to
leaflets, newspaper advertisements, events
and more recently through 'truckload sales'

in central locations. Generally, local authorities
find that a targeted home composting
scheme will increase the number of
households participating as well as the amount
composted by each household. An estimated

1.5 million compost bins have so far been
sold in the UK; a simple and cost effective
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way of diverting material from the waste
stream and boosting pr-rblic 2lwareness

zrbor-rt recycling in general. Br-rt there are

real questions as to how to maintain the
lnolnentLun <lf honrc composling over time
ancl within the constraints of limitecl local
authority resollrces for continons eclucation
programlnes. More research on good ancl

bacl practice is required, according to the
Con-rposting AssociuLtion. Success is hald to
assess becalrse of the clifficulty in cletecting
diversion rates bllt in Canada, the most
extensive of these home composting
programmes have been able to get up to
800/o of hor,rsel-rolds participating, and have
been shown to clivert half of the kitchen
organic waste stream. These schemes :rre

often supplementecl by centrztl composting
fbr excess garden waste and con-iposting
options for the commercial and indr.rstrial
seclor 1o rnaxirnise clive|sion.

Internatic>nal experience on sr:staining
home composting programmes has rnuch to
offer UK practitioners The iclea of 'Master

Composting' programmes, first introdr-rced
in Seattle zrnd found throughout Canada,

has now reacl-recl UK shores with the first

organisecl training c()urse fbr recycling oflicers
l-relcl at Nottingl-ram University, November
1997. The colrrse was led by C:rnaclian

producers of the Ealtl'r Machine composting
bin, Norseman Piastics Ltcl.

The case examples compilecl by Kathy
Killinger feature a highly successfi-rl composting
scheme in Ontario, Canada ancl an innovative
composter distribution scheme fi-om Newark
ancl Sherwoocl, UK. Rol>in Murray docutnents
a central composting scheme in rural Strffblk
where t 43o/o diversion rate of materials h2ls

already been attained. Inforn-ration ()n two
in-vessel central composting schemes is also
inch-rded. Anciy Moore from the Commtrnity
Recycling Network clescribes tl-re benefits of
a number of community c<>mposting

schemes across the UK.

Benefits of composting:
. Reduces volume of waste for final
disposal
. Provides useful soil conditioner
. Avoids methane emissions from

landfill
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Earth-Works Municipal Composting Programme,
Ontario, Canada
The Earth-Works composting programme was launched in 1993 in Port
Colborne, Ontario, Canada, a town of approximately 20,000 people.
While the majority of households have access to gardens, there are a
number of multi-unit dwellings. The programme goal was to measure
the impact of a low-cost organic waste diversion scheme in reducing the
amount of organic waste, generated by all sectors, going to landfill.
The scheme focused on managing organic waste as close to generation
as possible. For the residential sector; this involved home composting.
For the industrial and commercial sector, on-site composting was
instituted where possible and clean, source-separated organic material
was taken to a Iow-cost centralised composting site. A permanent
community-based support system was set up to help sustain the
programme.

Home composting
Although some residents have been composting
for years with home-made units or compost
piles, it appears that 'attractive' commercial

units are useful in getting a larger percentage

of the population to participate. Others percelve

composting as unpleasant, smelly or messy and

need encouragement through good education

programmes as well as examples set by their
neighbours and community leaders.

ln order to maximise the number of households

participating in the scheme, it was decided that
the compost units would be provided free of
charge. Most local authorities in Ontado provide

composters at a subsidrsed rate of about f 5;

however, it was decided that removing this

FOE/CRN Report - Recycling Works



barrier might help to maximise participation.

Similarly, a great deal of effort was focused on

getting the householder to use the composter
through follow-up education and support.
While these increased programme costs, it was

thought that the costs would be more than
justified by the increase in participation and the
amount of material kept out of the waste stream.

The scheme involved the following:
. advance publicity through the media and

home-del ivered material
. distribution of home compost units to residents

door-to-door at no cost, and installed where
requested
. educational material delivered with the unit
on how to locate, set up, use, maintain, harvest

the finished compost and solve problems as

they arise
. provision of an ongoing, intensive, educational

and promotional support programme
. establishing a seasonal garden waste collection

to help divert amounts of material too Iarge to
manage on-site
. the introduction of garden waste bans and

sack limits for refuse
. larger single bin or three-bin units provided

to residents of medium and high-density housrng

After distributing the compost units, the next

step was ensuring that they were used properly.

Composting involves a behavioural change in

how food and garden waste are handled in the
home. 'Social marketing' techniques, such as

one-on-one home visits by 'Compost Doctors'
two to six months after purchase were seen as

the most effective means of supporting the
new habit of composting. A visit by trained
staff or volunteers helped ensure that the
resident's problems and concerns were
addressed and if they had not begun using the
composter, the home visit often prompted

them to 'get around to it'. The visit ensured that
residents understood how to use their composter
properly and, as importantly, how to harvest

and use the finish compost. Experience has

shown that once households have 'harvested'

finished compost and used it in their garden,

they will continue to compost over the long

term, typically diverting 175 kg of waste each

year at no cost to the municipality.

Commercial sector
The commercial sector component of the scheme

focused on source-separation of organics.

Waste audits were provided at no charge to all

businesses. lf rt was possible. an on-site compost
bin system was installed. For those businesses

utilising municipal collection services a special
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wheelie bin was provrded for weekly collection
of organics. Ongoing promotional support was
provided to the commercial sector to increase

the amount of organic material composted.
The open windrow composting site dealing

with municipal garden waste was expanded to
accommodate a broad range of materials.

Tipping fees were reduced for any incoming.
clean source-separated organic waste. There

was a subsequent ban of any commercial
organics at the Iandfill site. The facility was

operated by a private contractor on behalf of
the municipality. By purchasing in bulk, the unit
costs were reduced, and the education/support
programme became more cost-effective.

Results
. over 6,000 home composters were distributed.

This required some distribution on evenings

and weekends
. 80"h of single family homes had one or more

composters
. 63ok of single family homes were actively

composting in an average or above average

manner as determined by on-site inspections
o 27o/o or the residential waste stream was

diverted through the Earth-Works scheme
. 93o/o of commercial organic waste generators

were source-separating their organics
. these businesses diverted B9o/o of their organics

Economics
. Home Composting programme and capital

costs for the units was $270,000 or $45 per

unit (about f21). This included composter purchase,

distribution, rebates (for households who had

previously bought a composter), start-up
promotion and administration. Distribution and

assembly costs made up $6 (less than f3) of
this figure.
. Ongoing costs in the second year, including
promotion administration and Compost
Doctors, was $2.40 (lust over f 1)per
distributed unit.
o The average cost of the home composting
component (including capital and operating
costs) is estimated at $38 (about f 18) per

tonne diverted (compared with the cost of
refuse collection and disposal of $101 or f45
per tonne). The bulk of costs are borne in the
first year, but the benefits extend across the life
of the compost unit (about ten years).
. The centralised aerated outdoor windrow
compost site (0.8 hectares) handled 7,500
tonnes at an operating cost of $40 (about f1 9)

per tonne.
. Total annual costs for the entire organics
programme (home composting, garden waste
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and commercial collection and composting),

including amortised capital (excluding land cost

for the central facility), operating, administration,

commercial and garden collection, and promotion

were estimated to average $50 (about f24) per

tonne in 1996.

Contact: Cheryl Nash,

Compost Management (for Earth-Works
programme)

83 Gore Street East, Perth,

Ontario, Canada K7H 1Jl

Tel: 007 613 267-1 128

e- ma i I : rei c@ perth. i gs. net
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Newark and Sherwood District Council, UK.
The ORIGINS (Organic Recycling in Gardens in Newark and Sherwood)
scheme was first Iaunched in 1992, and formed the basis of the Newark
and Sherwood recycling plan. !t provides an example of an innovative
method of encouraging residents to start composting at home. As one
third of waste collected each week can be easily composted at home,
it seemed the most effective approach to reduce waste. Newark
and Sherwood District in Nottinghamshire, has approximately 103,000
households.
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The scheme
Complete kits consisting of composting containe;

kitchen bin, handbook and compost
accelerator were available on free loan for six

months. At the end of the six month trial, the
householder was asked to pay f 1 1.75 (f10 + VAT)

or opt out of the scheme and the kit would be

collected. A newsletter called the Rotter was

sent to members of the scheme on a periodic

basis and a telephone hotline was available for
queries or problems.

ln the first six weeks of the launch 1,000

units were distributed. To date, over 10,000

composters have been distributed to 9,000
properties (some have taken a second compost

unit.) Only 2 or 3o/o of households chose not

to purchase the compost unit after the six

month trial.

Results
A survey was undertaken in 1 994 lo gauge the

effectiveness of the scheme. Of those that
replied, 53% did not compost kitchen waste

and 36ok did not compost garden waste prior

to joining the scheme. Those that had been

composting already increased the amount of
material composted. The scheme itself was

well received. Surveys suggest that over 200k9

of waste is diverted each year by those who
use a compost unit.

A high percentage of scheme members were

elderly people, indicating a need for additional
effort to reach a younger audience. Work in

the schools will also help reach the next
generation. Recent lorry sales where the
compost kits can be bought outright have also

been popular and reached a different audience.

While the scheme was heavily promoted in the
early years, lately the emphasis has shifted to
kerbside collection of recyclables and the compost
programme operates at a reduced level.

Economics
Funding for the scheme has come from
Supplementary Credit Approval allocations.

Rather than going into the general coffers, the
f 10 paid by householders who purchase the

compost units goes into a budget reserved for
composting, thus allowing the expansion of
the scheme. The f 1 1-74 (f1O + VAT) is collected

on the tax bill, avoiding an extra billing process.

Contact: Richard Higgs,

Cleansing Manager
Newark and Sherwood District Council
Tel: 01636 605 1 1 1 ext. 460
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Composting in St Edmundsbury, UK

Organic waste accounts tor 25- 40% of the UK domestic waste stream,
excluding papeL and is the prime source of methane emissions from
landfills. Traditionally many areas fed domestic food waste to pigs
(some Suffolk piggeries sourced their food scraps from London). But this
ended after the introduction of health regulations in the early 197O's.
Some food waste is now composted by the householder. Most is taken
to Iandfill. ln all there are only 50 compost plants currently operating in
the UK, and they handle primarily green waste rather than food.

The key
to the St
Edmundsbury
project has
been quality.

The problems of central composting of food
waste are four-fold:
. the costs of separate collection
. odours and vermin in open site composting
. the problems of contamination of feedstock
. the limited market and low prices for finished
compost

ln spite of these difficulties, a scheme which
could extract the organic fraction of the
domestic waste stream promises not only the
immediate achievement of the Government's
25o/o Iarget, it also makes possible the collection

of residual waste (devoid of the decomposable
'nasties') at fortnightly intervals. This is the
attraction of the project.

One district council which has been exploring
this route is that of 5t Edmundsbury in Suffolk.

It comprises two towns, Bury St Edmunds and

Haverhill, plus surrounding villages. There are

39,000 households in all who produce 36,000
tonnes of waste annually (923k9 per household)

plus 5,000 tonnes at Civic Amenity (CA) sites

(128k9 per household).

The Council has introduced a separate kerbside

collection of household organics. Organics
(other than meat, fish and pet waste) are put in a

brown 240 litre wheeled bin, which is collected

fortnightly and taken to the composting facility
Iocated at the landfill site. A second bin containing

residual waste is collected weekly" Ordinary
collection vehicles are used, each servicing

around 5,500 properties per week.
This two bin system was adopted after a year

long trial using a split bin and a co-collection
vehicle in one area, and two bins collected on

alternate weeks in another. Neither of these

worked adequately. The split bin was found to
have limited and inflexible space and to generate

some overflow between its compartments. The

two bin system meant that the general waste
was collected only every fortnight which 60%
of the householders found was unsatisfactory.

The present system was designed to overcome

these limitations.

The key to the St Edmundsbury project has

been quality. The Council has entered into a

three-way partnership with the operators of
the landfill site, Suffolk Waste Disposal

Company, and a local compost firm, County
Mulch Company. County Mulch originated as a

composter of tree bark (40,000 tonnes in
'1 990) and operates an open windrow system.

They now produce a variety of mulches, lawn

dressings and soil improvers, and vary their
feedstock accordingly. The key feature of their
approach is that compost must be managed in

terms of market requirements, not simply as

waste diversion. This put a premium on high
quality inputs. The Borough has met this
requirement in three ways:
. the free distribution of small 15 litre kitchen
bins to each household to aid separation in the

kitchen
. a strong education campaign, plus telephone
help line
. the refusal of the collectors to empty brown
bins with contaminants

In St Edmundsbury, it is compulsory for
householders to have a brown bin, and there
has accordingly been a high participation rate
(over 90%). This is now resulting in 34.5o/o

diversion rates in the areas served (22,000

households). A fortnightly newspaper collection

diverts a further 9ok,lo which should be

added recycling at Bring Centres and CA sites.

For the district as a whole (with only 56%
covered by the brown bin system) waste
diversion reached 25.2% in 199718. The

extension of the brown bin scheme promises

to raise the borough's rate to over 40o/o by

early in the new millenium.
There are a number of issues raised by the St

Edmundsbury case:
. The incremental cost of the twin bin system

is modest. The fortnightly schedule for the
brown bin and the costs of the extra bins

means that there are some incremental collection

costs, together with a gate fee for the compost.
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Against this should be set the avoided disposal

costs, which St Edmundsbury receive in the
form of recycling credit of f23 a tonne, as well

as a potential saving in collection costs of the
residual waste.
. The exclusion of meat, fish and pet waste
meant that it was the residual bin which
caused odour problems during the fortnightly
trial scheme, and led to the innovatory practice

of a weekly collection of residuals and a

fortnightly collection of organics.
. Of the 9,500 tonnes diverted by the borough
from the household waste stream in 1996,

44o/o wenl through CA sites. which is

environmentally costly because of vehicle

emissions. The extension of the brown bin

scheme could, in principle, allow for collection
of much of this green waste, particularly if
supported with shredders.
o Low cost home composting has been
promoted by the borough through the sale of

compost bins at cost, and can further reduce

costs. However, the borough's initial trials
suggested that the brown bin system collected

three times the quantities that were diverted by

home composting.

Central composting is an effective job creator,

in this case yielding four extra collection jobs,

plus an estimated two and a half jobs at the
two compost sites (at the industry norm of one
job per three tonnes of compost annually). This

is a rate of one job for every 3.385 households

served, or 30 jobs per 100,000 households.

Contact: Sandra Pell

St Edmondsbury Borough Council
Borough Offices

Angel Hill, Bury St Edmunds

Suffolk 1P33 lXB
Tel. 01284 763 233
Fax: 01 284 757 1 24

Central Composting and ln-Vessel Composting

While home composting is the most cost effective waste management
tool, other options are required to dea! with larger volumes of organic
waste. Centralised composting using open windrow composting can be
cost-effective for garden waste (and some food waste in well managed
conditions). However, space restrictions, population density, volume or
type of materia! and siting problems in some situations may justify
investigation of the more capital intensive in-vessel approach.
There are a number of different types of enclosed composting systems,
both aerobic and anaerobic. The Ieast capital intensive are simple aerobic
windrows (long piles) enclosed in a building that allows for turning of
material and odour and temperature control. More elaborate aerobic
systems use mechanised turning to speed up the composting process
thus allowing higher throughput of material.
Anaerobic systems produce biogas that can be used to generate
electricity or steam and a compost-like digestate. lt is a technology used
by most large sewage treatment works, recovering the biogas to meet
on-site heat and power requirements. The value of the energy generated
must be high enough to justify the significant capital costs involved.
According to ETSU, anaerobic digestion is currently an expensive option,
partly because it has yet to establish a track record in the UK, only treats
part of the waste stream and requires considerable capital investment.
The following case studies examine two different approaches to
centralised in-vessel schemes: an anaerobic digester in Brecht, Belgium,
and an aerobic enclosed windrow system in St Thomas, Canada.

FOVCRN Report - Recycling Works



Anaerobic digestion in Brecht, Belgium
The community of Brecht, Belgium has a

population of about 90,000 and is located

north of Antwerp. ln the late 19805 and early

1990's, strong opposition to landfill siting

encouraged the examination of other waste

management options. To address the organic

fraction of the waste stream, an anaerobic

digestion plant was built beside the landfill site.

This was the first full-scale plant utilising the

DRANCO process (Dry Anaerobic Composting)

to treat the source-separated organic waste.

The final products are energy, in the form of
biogas, and a compost-like product. The facility,

started in 1992, had a design capacity of 9,000

tonnes a year. Due to system efficiencies and

reduced retention time, the plant is currently

operating at a much higher capacity of around
'1 8,000 tonnes per year. The waste treated
includes vegetable, fruit and garden waste as

well as paper waste such as non-recyclable

paper and disposable nappies. lt is composed

of 15o/o kitchen waste, 75oh garden waste,

and 10% paper waste. There are six similar

plants built or under construction in Belgium,

Germany and Switzerland.

The process
lncoming organic material is reduced to small

fragments and screened to take out the larger

pieces of garden waste and plastic from nappies.

Contaminants - about 20ok - go to landfill. The

digestion occurs in an upright steel fermentor
(7 metres in diameter and 21 metres high),

where fresh material is loaded from the top
and residue is extracted from the bottom.

During mixing, steam (a by-product of the

electrical generating system) is added to heat

the material to a temperature of 50-55oC. The

retention time of material in the fermentor is

about 12 to 18 days. The next step is de-watering

the residue and treating the removed water.

The material is then composted aerobically for
ten to fourteen days.

Biogas, a product of the anaerobic

fermentation, is collected and stored in large

bags. The gas is burned in a gas engine attached

to a generator. Each tonne of incoming biowaste
produces appyoximately 130k9 of biogas. The

whole process consumes approximately 3Ooh

of the electricity produced. The surplus is sold

to the electrical grid. usually at peak times
when a premium is paid for the electricity.

Currently, the plant is producing biogas far

exceeding the capacity of the electrical generators

and the surplus gas is flared. A new plant, with
a capacity of 35,000 tonnes, is being built next

to the existing plant, and thrs will provide the

30 FOE/CRN Report - Recycling Works

generating capacity to utilise the biogas fully.

The finished material, called 'Humotex', is sold

as soil amendment.

Public involvement
The Regional Authority provided residents with
57 litre plastic containers for holding the sorted

organics. The waste is collected from the kerbside

and taken to the facility. There is a mandatory

requirement to source-separate the organic

wastes and non-recyclable paper. The addition

of the soiled, non-recyclable paper improves

the carbon to nitrogen ratio, improves

bio-degeneration, absorbs excess moisture, and

reduces odours.

Economics
The capital cost (in 1992) was approximately

f 2.56 million. The facility is adjacent to a

landfill and so shares the weigh scales and

wastewater treatment facility. Replicating these

facilities would have added another f 1.28M to
the capital costs. The facility requires six staff

for operation.
lncome is derived from the sale of 'Humotex',

ranging from f 1 to f4ltonne, and from the

sale of electricity. lt is estimated that the

break-even cost for the plant is f40ltonne tipping

fee. These costs are for the processing facility

only and do not include the cost of collection.

Contact: Mr, Luc de Beare

DRANCO Anaerobic Plant

Organic Waste Systems

Dok Noord 4,9000
Gent, Belgium,

Tel: 00 32 9 2330204
Fax. 00 32 9 2332825
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Enclosed Aerobic Windrow System in St Thomas, Canada

The City of St Thomas in south-western Ontario (population 30,000) has
a three stream waste system for collected material set out at kerbside:
boxes for recycling, ventilated wheeled bins for source-separated
organic material and black sacks for refuse. The system as a whole
presently diverts 60% of waste from Iandfill. Aerobic composting of
organic material takes place in windrows within an enclosed building.
Home composting of organic waste is also encouraged.

The system
Each household is provided with a special

ventilated 240 litre wheeled bin for organic
waste. The system accepts all food waste
(including meat and bones), garden waste, and

soiled paper products such as waxed paper and

cartons, paper towels, soiled newspaper and
pizza boxes. Animal waste, nappies, or any

kind of plastic material are not accepted.

The organic bins are set out at the kerbside

fortnightly with collection undertaken by a

one-person, side-loading vehrcle fitted with a

cart-tipper. Material is taken to a central facility
operated by Green Lane Environmental.

Generally the organic material is processed as it
comes in, with excess material covered with a

carbon material and stored until it can be used.

The composting operation is enclosed in a

building and can accept about 25 wet
tonnes/day. Material is inspected, shredded,

mixed with bulking material (such as wood
chips) as required, and placed at the entrance
to one of three concrete channels. Each channel

is 52 metres long, 4.6 metres wide and 1 .2

metres high. A turning machine that is self-
propelled on rubber wheels moves down each

channel, mixing and aerating the material. lt

takes approximately 21 days for the material to
move through the channel. Temperature probes,

in five zones along the channels, monitor
conditions. lf the temperature exceeds a set

level, air is provided to that zone. The building
is under a slight negative pressure and all

exhaust gases are filtered through a biofilter.
As the permit for the site does not allow the

compost to be cured outside, at the end of the 21

day cycle, the compost is sold directly to a company

manufacturing soil products which carries out
the final curing and markets the end product.

This system processes 6,400 tonnes annually.

Public involvement
Residents are required to separate waste into the
three streams. Organics and recyclable materials

are collected fortnightly, while refuse is collected

weekly. There is a two-sack limit for refuse.

Residents are provided with a mini-container
for collecting organics in the kitchen. Promotional

material stresses the need for clean, plastic-free

material. ln a survey of public attitudes during
an initial pilot study, 92ok of participants rated

the programme good or excellent, and 86%
preferred this system to their old refuse system.

A telephone hotline is maintained for public
queries on all aspects of the waste management
system and regular flyers are sent out. Work
with schools and a presence at public events is

key to maintaining high levels of separation of
organic and recyclable materials. Money can be

spent on education to encourage source

separation or on the infrastructure to deal with
contamination, but experience has shown that
it is better and cheaper to spend the money
on education.

Economics
The cost for the entire waste management
system is about $CN 140 (f65) per household

and is expected to be reduced to $105 (f50)
per household in 1999. This figure includes the
cost of collection and processing of the three
waste streams (recyclables, organics, and
refuse) as well as depots for excess garden

waste and household hazardous waste, and
promotion and education programmes. The

costs for compost collection and processing

alone were not available.

There is a gate price for delivered organic
material of $41ltonne (f 19) for mixed organics

and $32ltonne (f 15) for garden waste. The

compost is currently sold to a topsoil dealer for
about $1O/tonne (just less than f 5) where it is

cured, screened, and blended into a topsoil
product. The material meets the Ontario
Ministry of the Environments guidelines for
'Unrestricted Use'.

Contact: Bob McCaig/ Paul van der Werf,

Green Lane Environmental, PO. Box 790
Lambeth Stn. London, ON Canada N6P 1 R7

Tel: 00 1 519 652 9284
Fax: 00 1 519 652 9447



Community Composting

This represents a third means of social organisation to collect and
process organic fractions. Under the right circumstances, community
composting could provide the most cost effective way forward with
organic wastes, as well as providing a social focus for further waste
reduction activity.
Recognising this potential, in 1995 Waste Watch, the Community
Recycling Network, the t\ational Federation of City Farms and other
active bodies set up the Comrnunity Cornposting Network to coordinate
community connposting activity nationally. Both DETR (through the
Environmental Action Fund) and UK Waste (through Landfill Tax Credits)
are currently funding the Community Composting Network.

ln comparison with home composting, community

composting avoids the expense of providing/

subsidising each household with its own
composting vessel. Individual households may

not on their own have sufficient organic waste
arisings to achieve the critical mass which is

necessary for successful composting, or indeed

the right mix of materials with which to start.

Community composting avoids both these
problems by pooling arisings to create the right
mass and mix. Not that this method should

replace home composting where the householder

is able to produce compost alone: community
composters generally take the view that home and

community -based activities should run in parallel.

ln comparison with central composting,
community composting firstly uses considerably

less fossil f uels by moving waste very local

distances. Secondly, by operating at a community
level with a high degree of community ownership

of the scheme, the product is consumed locally,

either free or at a small purchase price, eliminating

the need for vexed questions of marketing of
product to recoup overheads incurred.

Few local authorities have attempted to deal

with the organic fraction at this level, though
several have assisted community-generated
schemes. Nevertheless it appears to hold great
promise, both in terms of delivery and value for
money, for the more imaginative authority.

Case studies
A number of case studies are bundled together
here to build a representative sample. These

are Dean Community Compost (Forest of
Dean), Heeley City Farm Community Compost
Project (Sheffield), Seagull (Skegness) and

WyeCycle (Kent). Reference is also made to
local networks, in particular the Devon

Community Composting Network and The

Recyclinq Consortium (Bristol).

Recycling Works

The number of households served by

community composting schemes is typically a

few hundred (Dean 500, Heeley 200) Some

operate kerbside collection rounds (Dean, Wye

Cycle),for which the householders may be charged

for (Dean) whilst others (Heeley, Seagull) accept

material delivered in as well as some collection

All of these examples operate with a mixture of
paid and community- volunteered labour. The

householder is sometimes equipped with a small

bin (e.g WyeCycle, 10 litre)and sometimes a

recycled paper liner for ease of emptying.
Collections are usually undertaken weekly.

Capital equipment varies. Tractors with
trailors in some instances (Dean, WyeCycle) are

used for collection. Shredders are deployed in

some cases, often shared between network
members (Devon, Bristol).

The heaps used are generally wooden bays,

typically metre-cube in size, built in adjacent
multiples for turning of material, or in larger

windrows (Dean, WyeCycle). N/ostly turning is

done by hand, but in some instances (Dean,

WyeCycle) mechanically. All schemes take garden

waste and some take uncooked vegetable

waste from the kitchen. Cooked and meat

wastes are generally unwelcome, although
some research (WyeCycle) is being undertaken
to look at how even these wastes can be

composted without hazard.

Sites are typically located by community
centres, allotments, city farms or similar. Some

schemes have been beset by licensing problems,

relating to site and process. These are under
review by DETR and the Environment Agency,

but have been so now for some three years.

Movement on this issue and facilitation to
allow this simple and low cost waste
management activity to proceed is long overdue.

The mature product, after several months
biological actrvity, is usually sieved, riddled or
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otherwise screened for extraneous matter and

bagged for collection by the community either

free or at a small purchase cost.

Funding sources
Funding sources for community composting

schemes vary, but typically these may be:
. local fundraising efforts
. small grants from the local authority
. help in kind from the local authority
. Iocal business sponsorship
r grants from local or national charitable trusts
o the Local Projects Fund (DETR)

o the Environmental Action Fund (DETR)

. sales from compost sold

. European Regional Development Fund

. Landf ill Tax Credits (research and
development costs)
. Prince's Youth Business Trust

Contact: Dave Middlemas

Com m u n ity Co m posti ng Networ k
67 Alexandra Road

Sheffield
South Yorkshire 52 3EE

Tel: 01 14 258 0483

Beki Hoyland
Dean Community Compost

clo Oaklands Park

Newnham-on-Severn
Gloucester GLl4 1 EF

Tel: 01 594 516 063
Karen Evans

Devon CRN

Hedgerows, Off Park Lane

Blackawton

Totnes

South Devon TQg 7BB

Tel:01803 712 693

Julie Crowson

Seagull

Bank House

36 High Street
Wainfleet, Skegness

Lincolnshire PE24 4BJ

Tel: 01754 880 661

lane Stephenson / Ma n da B rookma n
The Recycling Consortium
CREATE Centre

Smeaton Road

Hotwells

Bristol BSI 6XN
Tel: 01 17 930 437714355

Richard T Boden

Wyecycle

18 Scotton Street

wye
Ashford
Kent TN25 5BZ

Tel: 01233 813 298

the
its)
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"Virtually eliminatimg7 ruaste and greatly
reclucing or dependence on uir"girt ruaterials
once seernecl, like a PiPe drectrn, but it nr.na bas
becorme ct practical goctl"
Christopher Flavin, writing in 'Time' magazine, November 1997

The reuse of materials is a centuries old tradition and forms the basis

of many of the wodd's oldest inclustries yet it is frequently overlooked
within the waste hierarchy. Many products today are designed fbr a

relatively short life where issues of re-Lrse or recycling receive little, if no,
consicleration. Yet reuse options, which include repair', reconditioning,
and remanufacturing, can prolong the life of resources and have the
ability to create jobs. Designing out'built-in obsolescence'and designing
in durability is the pref'erred environmental option, but this mns
colrntef to market forces.

One of the lnost familiar systems of domestic
rer-rse, although nou,.waning in the UK, is
retr-rrnable clrinks packaging, ancl most
notably the milk bottle. The controversial
issr-re of reusable systems and deposit
legisl:ltion has been u,'agecl over years; the
Danes are :rt the forefront zrs beer :rncl sofi
clrinks czrn only be rnarketecl in returnable
containel's. The llC Court of Justice zrpprovecl

the Danish ban on metal cont'.riners for beer
and soft c'lrinks 1n 1988, and '.rcceptecl tl-re

restricted nr-rmber of bottle types distributecl
in :r cleposit ancl return system. This orcler
contribntes significantly to the fhct t1-rat the
retLrrn percentage of bottles for beer ancl

soft clrinks in I)enn'rark is 99.5a/0. Flowever'.
the EC has now issuec1 repeatecl warnings
to l)enn-ralk that the ban on rletal runs
contraly to ltlee tracle agreernents.
The EC packaging regulations wl1l spur

cleveloprrents towarc1s t1-re minirnisation of
packagingl materials and companies are also
sr-rpposecl to be clesigning tl-reir packaging
in order to 'pern-rit' rellse or recovery. The
recent introclllction of a Irrivate Member's
Ilil1 (Drinks Container Bill) by Christopl-rer
Leslie, A4P for Shipley calls fbr a five pence
deposit to be paicl by consnmers on all
bottles :rntl c.tns ls lrn inct ntr\ r tL) r'clut'n

container-s for recycling. \Mhilst the Ilil1 is
r-rnlikeiy to rl'.rke any progress, it has

demonstrated just how mr-rch opportunity
stl11 exists to increase the UK recycling r:rte.

For example. the UK cliscarcls 5 billion cans

2I ye21r (laid encl to end t1-rey woulcl r.rincl

arouncl the w-orcl 15 tirles). \Me recycle jr-rst

FOE/CRN Report - Recycling Works

22a/o of our glass (Switzerland 89%) ancl 1ust
l6a/o of cans (Gelm:rny 81%).

Proclncel Responsibility obligations look
likely to le:rc1 to tl-re greater nse of leased

ecluipn-ient, rather th;rn ecy-ripment ownecl
outright by the r-rser. The electrical market is

ah'eacly rloving towards tl'ris approach,
accorcling to eviclence given by Friends of
t1-re Eartl-r to the Envir:onlnent, Tr.lnsport ancl

Regional Al}airs Comrlittee inquiry on
Sustainable \(/trste M:rnagement (1998).

The Xerox Corporation pioneered its
'Design for the Environment' thinking
with its remanufactured photocopiers.
lmplementing the strategy involved:

Barriers
. perception of remanufactured goods
as'secondhand'
. recovery processes were not
integrated with newly manufactured
product lines
. inconsistent demand leading to
increased inventory costs
. the supply of recovered parts was
dependent on the flow of goods returned
. lower performance of recovered parts
and equipment - perceived and actual

Solutions
. extending Rank Xerox'Total
Satisfaction Guarantee' to
remanufactured products
. stripping back recovered parts and
equipment to a lower level to improve
their quality and reliability and
improving testing
. integrating use of recovered parts into
newly manufactured product lines and
demonstrating as'new'
r performance and reliability to customers
. helping customers understand
environmental priorities and raising
expectations with regard to
environmental performance
. both new and recycled parts follow
the same rigorous certification process

to ensure the same quality is achieved
both in their first and second lives.
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Thclc arc' sigr.rilicant <ippoltlrnitics fbr'

corrrntrrr-ritt- clevclopment thlolr{rlr l'elrse

schenrcs that lr('ccpt nsccl goocls, ovc'rstocl<s.

or-rtciatccl ancl'ofl-spec' itcnrs, inc'ltrcllng
fur nitr-r rt'. bLrilcl i r-rg matelirr ls. appl i rr nccs.

offlce cclr-ripment 11n.1 <>tlrcl clumlrlc goocls

u,hich lLlc then nracle :nrltihlrle ut r-ro ctr littlc
cost t() kru- ir-rcorne hor-rsclxrlcls. chulities er-rcl

corlnrrrnitl- !lr()ul)s. For crlLmplc. furnitr-rr-c

rer-rsc,/r'ccycling projects ulc' springing np
thror-rglror-rt the l. lK. l.hr\\'rntecl itcr.t.rs rrc:

collectccl free ol' cl-ralge fiu' r'efirllrishr-r-rent

rvherc nccesslrlv lrncl rcslle to lovv incon'tc
houselrolcls. 'l'hc perceivccl bencfits of sr-rclr

schenrcs - keeping items ir-i circulrrtion ancl

aller.iutrr-rg pc)\'crly as r,r,cll .ls c():it sevings in
lLrrriclecl clispostrl. cngenclel s'iclc c ontrurrnitr
slrpl)()r1. Othel rc-use sclrcnres inclrrclc scllrlr
stor-es cr>llectir-rg slrlc scfal) ()l rr11\\,rultccl

rnuterirls (e.g. f':rlrric' oflcLrts. le'.rtlrcr. curdb<xrrcl

tr-rbcs ctc'. ) suitltlrle tbl clrilch'cn s plrr\- c>r

lclrsc lry local grrrirps.

The I'l'r'c'r'olLrtior-r has oPcnecl []rc cloor-s t<r

lu p()tcnliall)- Lrnlinritecl s()Llrce of itcms as

compltr-rics :rncl Iror-rseltolrls cast ol'l''or-rtclltccl'
colnputcr h:rrclultlc firr tlrc llLtest e<lr-ripment.

-\ccolcling Lo I(.lllt. the trrrcle boclr'. threc
ont of cvcrv firrrl c()rrprrtcrs jn tltc LII{
'clisappclLrs'. Lr I997 onlv rrlrc.r-rt J0.000
tonncs ol' 125.(XX) Io1-]1res of conrpr,rtr'r'\\'lstc
fonncl its w:l)r t() the brcrtl<c-rs, t-ccyclers lutcl

recovcrrrs. Ol tlris. :rpprorinratclv 10.000

t()1rncs u,,as solcl on trs r,rrolkir-ru cc|-riprncr-tt.

An r-rnclerlVir-rg clr-ivcr l'ol lctior-r is lrloclucer
rcsponsilrility lcgislltion in tlrc firrm r>f'the
liC's Proposrrl fitr a l)irectivc on Wastc fl'or.r-r

F.lcctlical encl F-lectronic Ecpipnrcnt.'l'lris
inc'ltrcles ptlxrsals firl trrkc brrc'l< rrncl rrrllcction
schcmes fir c'ncl of litc cc1-riprucnt. f)csign
fil' r'errsc uncl lccr.cling is a clcsillLltle clcntent
fir future prr>clr-rctiot.r. In thc []li, most
'encl-of'-1ilt' I'l' equiprncnt is still lancll'illccl.
conrplete s ith the liuzrrrclous nleterixls tllev
cor-ttltin. Lr (lclrl:ir-rt, r,rnc'ler tltc Closecl
(iyclc Incltrstr'1,' Act. t'on'rptrtct' rrncl

telccorrrrnLrniclLtions nrer-ir-rfltct rr lels lrncl

inrPolters nrr.tst ah'cltclt p2l)r fi)1' the rec'1,c'lirlg

ancl saf-c clisposal of lrll ecp-ripnrc'r-rt solcl.
'l'lrc firllori ing fi\ () (lse stll(lics cienronstnrte

thc lrenef its o1' recllrinring nsccl crluipnrcnt
lirr lcfr-rrbishrc:nt tl)Lls comlrining
cn v i ronmcr-r tlrl bcr-refi ts s-ith r'or r rn-trnitr'
c'ntcrprisc irrrtilttirres. liuv Clcorgcson.
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The UhIEP
Working Group
on Sustainable
Product Design
has suggested
seven broad
principles for
sustalnabNe
prOducts.
Amongst the
5!Jggest;olls
is the
repIacement
of produets
with services
that miinimise
resouree and
en8rgy use,
sufh a5 cafl

sharing
setrlemes, rental
products cr
naBpy
launclering
5ervrce5"

IVost lT equipment is still

landfilled, compiete with

the hazardous materials

they contain.

Ceanne .Jansen/Still Pictures
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Community Computer Reuse Through the Recycle- lT!
Project, UK

London, as a centre of world commerce, has a high percentage of
internationally prestigious companies as well as major UK businesses.
The speed of computer technology development and the requirement of
these companies to be at the forefront of such change results in a huge
surplus of high quality discarded equipment. Skips full of computers
destined for landfill are not an uncomnnon sight outside large corporations.
This is both a waste of resources and a security threat to companies
involved, advertising installation of new equipment. Theft from skips is

common. Yet in-house handling of individual requests from charities for
redundant equipment is not viable for many companies; wiping disks,
security and confidentiality arrangements, and related logistics works
better through an organised collection scheme.

There are'187,000 registered charities in the UK,70o/o of whom have an
income of less than f 10,000, and 50o/o of whom do not have lT equipment.
ln addition, there are many community-based organisations which could
benefit from low cost equipment.

The Recycle-lT! project

ln addition to
rent-free
premises, SKF
(UK) Ltd
offers the
project senior
management
skills to
enhance its
viability, and
the project
benefits from
the security
arrangements
in place at the
plant.

Recycle-lTl collects redundant computer

equipment from donor companies, wipes the

hard disk, cleans the casings, and reinstalls

licensed software. The equipment is then sold

on at a low price to charities, voluntary

organisations, small community businesses,

workers co-operatives, people with disabilities

and schools. Following a merger in June 1997,

Recycle-lTI Ltd is now the largest and most

successful such enterprise in the UK.

The formation of the present scheme evolved

from two projects initiated in 1995: the Luton-

based Computer Recycling Project (CROP) and

the London-based Recycle-lTl. SKF (UK) Ltd

developed the initial CROP project following a

meeting between HRH The Prince of Wales and

Mr Chris Trotman, Director and General

Manager of SKF (UK). lt was suggested that a

computer reuse project could make modern

technology available to community groups at a

reduced cost as well as drverting material away

from landfill sites. A scheme, using donated
premises, at the SKF site was the result.

Meanwhile, an early version of Recycle-lTl

had been established through a partnership

between London Churches Employment

Development Unit and Elephant Jobs. Coopers

& Lybrand became involved when they began a

major update of their computer equipment. The

initial parlnership - called the Coopers and Lybrand

Community Scheme for Computing - secured

additional start-up funding from the Bridge

House Estates Trust, enabling dedicated premises

and staffing. As the project grew, it attracted

more donors and was re-named Recycle-lTl.

ln June 1997,Lhe two projects merged, creating

Recycle ITI as a limited company. In addition to

rent-free premises, SKF (UK) Ltd offers the project

senior management skills to enhance its viability,

and the project benefits from the security

arrangements in place at the plant.

Donors
The majority of donors are private sector

companies, including household names such as

British Steel, Eagle Star, SmithKline Beecham

and the AA. Public sector bodies such as the

Department for Education and Employment,

and the Crown Estates also donate redundant

equipment. No charge is made for collection

and Recycle-lTl will record and report computer

serial numbers if the company wishes.

Target rna!'ket
Recycle-lTl has always targeted a market that
could not otherwise afford computers and

focuses on development, both personal and

community. The market includes charities and

voluntary organisations in the UK and abroad.

One of the first shipments was to an eye hospital

in Tashkent, a major CIS city. lt also includes

churches and centres of worship, educational
establishments, small businesses supported by

a small business development agency and people

with disabilities nominated through a support
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agency. Very little financial outlay is required

for marketing to these groups. The need for
low price quality equipment is so great that
publicity about the scheme works through
'word of mouth' and community newsletters.

The operation
Approximately 200-250 units are collected weekly.

Each collection is given a unique identifying

number, allowing tracking of equipment. This

is important when a donor has specified either

that they would like to know the end destination

of their equipment, or are concerned that it
goes to a particular sector of the target market.

For example, the Department for Education

and Employment were keen that their equipment
went to educational causes.

Upon arrival at the workshop, equipment is

logged and sorted. Hard disks in the computers
are permanently wiped of donors' data and

software, and all identifying marks are removed.

This ensures that if any problems arise after the

equipment leaves Recycle-lT!, the donor company

will not be liable in any way.

Basic checks are made to ensure the equipment

is suitable for reuse. On average, about 40% of the

equipment does not work, particularly if it has been

in storage for a long time. Where non-working

equipment is not easily repairable, it is cannibalised

for parts, and the rest is sent to specialist firms
who treat toxic substances, and recycle metal,

glass and plastic. There is no charge for this service.

Working computers and peripherals are

electronically tested in line with Trading

Standards requirements, checked for viruses

and loaded with software. The licenses for the
software are also donated by companies, and

include operating software as well as applications.

Recycle-lll customises equipment to meet specific

end needs, for example, for a drsabled person.

Employment policy
The founding charities of Recycle-lTI were based

on a strong commitment to improving the lives

of unemployed people, and creating jobs.

Recycle-lT! is financially self sustaining, although
its premises are rent-free, and is able to keep

prices low by offering unemployed people the
opportunity to volunteer. ln return, volunteers
are learning practical skills for a market where
jobs are plentiful and are offered a computer
of their own after six months service. Five jobs

have already been created. in addition to casual

employment when demand permits.

Contact. George Ruddock

Recycle-lT! Ltd
c/o SKF (UK) Ltd
Sundon Park Road

Luton
Bedfordshire LU3 3BL

Tel/Fax: 01582 492436
e- ma i I ; recycle _it@ ci x. co. u k

The CREATE Project, Liverpool, UK

ln the U K, over 100,000 tonnes of white goods (fridges, cookers, washing
machines) are discarded annually to Iandfill. Refrigerators and freezers
containing a50 tonnes of CFCs are taken out of use each year. Of this
total, it is estimated that 300 tonnes of the ozone-destroying gas is
emitted into the atmosphere.
ln Merseyside, where the CREATE project has its origins, the rates of
both male and female unemployment are more than twice the national
average (at 14.9% male and 4.8o/o female), with some estates and
Iocations in Liverpool reporting male unemployment of 25%.

The CREATE project
CREATE is a not-for-profit company and charity,

based in Speke, Liverpool" Speke is a large, out
of town social housing estate and industrial

area several miles south of Liverpool city centre.

Formed in September 1995, CREATE was

developed to provide training and job

opportunities for long term unemployed people

through the refurbishment of white goods.

Founding partners were LiverpoolS Furniture

Resource Centre (FRC) and Thorn plc. FRC had

almost ten years experience of collecting furniture
and white goods for reuse, and were looking
to expand this work at the same time that
Thorn plc (then Thorn EMI) were developing a

new strategy for corporate community
involvement that would deliver economic
benefits to areas of disadvantage.
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nThe scheme,
which was set
up primarily
to provide
salaried
training to the
long-term
unenrployed,
has
suceessfully
connbined this
goal with the
environmental
benefits of
white goods
refurbishment
and reuse.'

End-of-life white goods

awaiting ref urbishment

Laurence Bruce. Friends of

the Earth

The partnership was forged when FRC's (now

former) Director Nic Frances met Thorn's Corporate

Affairs Director Jim Donovan at a Business in

the Community 'Seeing is Beiieving'visit. A
meeting of minds as well as agendas occurred,

which formed the basis for the development of
CREATE. A board of Trustees was formed
comprising representatives of both Thorn and

FRC, with a number of independent members,

chaired by Ray Georgeson of Waste Watch.
Development funding has come from a

range of sources in a strong combination of
public and private sector leverage, including
Thorn, Whirlpool, Electrolux and Exel Logistics.

Public sources include European Objective 1,

Liverpool City Council, Speke Garston

Partnership (local regeneration agency) and

English Partnerships' Community lnvestment
Fund. lncome is generated from the sale of
goods, which currently supports around 60% oI
running costs, with the.balance made up of
training-related income. The project was cost

intensive in its first three years but is now moving

into profit and looking to plough this back into
the business.

CREATE collects end-of-life white goods from
local authorities in the Merseyside area, Dixons

Stores Group, Whirlpool and Thorn. Approximately

20-30 appliances are brought in each day

Collections from the group retailers are co-
ordinated through their regional distribution
depots, and CREATE's transport function is

supported by Exel Logistics.

AII appliances are assessed for reuseability.

Non-refurbishable items are cannibalised for
working parts, degassed if appropriate, and then

sent for scrap metal recycling. Of around 20,000
items handled in the project's life so far, around
4,000 have been fully refurbished, and re-sold.

Machines are typically about ten years old.

This activity provides salaried training places

for 25 former long term unemployed people,

and 14 full time permanent staff, including
trainers, supervisors, administration and

development staff. Trainees receive f9,018 pa

(approx f4.40per hour), and all are working
towards NVQ level 2 in engineering assembly.

This was felt to be one of the most appropriate
vocational qualifications to equip trainees for
employment outside CREATE at the end of
their contracts. So far, seven former trainees

have left for permanent employment elsewhere

with only a small number of trainees failing to
complete the training contract. Trainees are

leaving for service and engineering related
jobs. Strong links are being made with local

employers such as Ford, who offer technical

advice as well as future job opportunities.

CREATE has developed rapidly in three years,

evolving all the time in its working methods
In the early period, ambitious targets were set

for self-funding. Development of good quality
training linked to a 'real life' production
process has taken some time to fine tune. In

particular, one Iesson learned was that the
original two year training contract was in fact
too long. Original trainees became almost too
comfortable in the CREATE working environment,

all having been employed for more then two
years beforehand. Now, CREATE operates a

one year training contract, focused strongly on
job search and key skills training from day one.

Goods are sold in a factory showroom on the
Speke site, and by the FRC s own shop in

Liverpool city centre. Goods are priced
competitively but not undersold, avoiding
distortion of the local second hand market. A
six month guarantee is offered. Some products

are provided to low income families free of
charge through socral services and CAB

referrals, funded through bursary f undraising

from charitable trusts which CREATE co-ordinates.

Both retail outlets fulfil an educational function
by describing the importance of environmental
protection, and illustrating to customers how
they are supporting local job creation by buying

from CREATE.

CREATE's focus is very much on the meetinq

of a social agenda by creating lobs in an area

of high unemployment. Environmental protection

through the reclamation of scrap, degassing of
fridges, and avoidance of landfill through re-use

are important complementary aspects to the
work, showing how employment creation and

the environment can work to mutual benefit.

CREATE has a national development agenda,

linked to developments in the Government's
New Deal and national waste strategy policies.

New CREATEs will open in 1999 in Bradford

and Haringey, and work is developing with
iocal CREATE boards in those areas to develop

a federated model for CREATE, co-ordinated by

a national development team based in Liverpool.

Contact :John Redmayne,

Chief Executive

CREATE Cha ritable Trust

Speke Hall Road,
<^^t ^
Liverpool, 124 9HA

Tel. 01 51 448 1748 Fax: 01 51 44B 1431

e- ma i l. speke@create. mersi net. co. u k
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Refillable Beverage Containers - Ontario, Canada

Prior to the 1970s, refillable deposit-return systems were the prevalent
way of dealing with milk, soft drinks and beer (but not wine, spirits or
iuices) in the province of Ontario, almost all using glass containers.
Starting in the 1970s, companies producing tizzy drinks, milk and even
beer began to use to a range of lighter weight and more compact
plastic, steel, aluminium and poly-coat containers. These containers
were not refillable, so - with the notable exception of beer - the emphasis
began to move from reuse to recycling programmes in order to recover
these materials.

ln the mid 1970's the soft drink industry made

a 'gentlemen's agreement'with the provincial

government to maintain at least 50% refillable
containers, however, the level continued to
drop below 40% by the early 1980s. In 1985

the soft drink industry agreed to more legally

binding regulations that committed them to
provide financial support for municipal recycling

schemes in return for a reduction in the refillable

quota to 30%. An industry association, Ontario
Multi-Material Recycling lnc (OMN4Rl) was set

up, and together with the Province announce

$40 million in capital funding to kick-start
recycling schemes. The soft drink industry was

a major partner in OMMRI"

By the late 1980s, milk had shifted entirely
away from refillable bottles and plastic jugs.

Only a small percentage of fizzy drinks were
sold in refillable glass containers. Despite the
agreement to maintain 30% refillable bottles,
the level continued to drop - by 1992 it was 8%.
Beer, however, continued to offer a successful

deposit-return system for refillable glass bottles,

rn spite of a move to non-uniform bottle sizes

and shapes (although some beer was also now
sold in non-refillable aluminium containers). A
profile of the refillable beer bottle scheme

follows below.

By the early 1990s, most municipalities were
implementing kerbside recycling schemes, with
assistance from the provincial government and

the soft drink industry. These schemes recycled

many of the new beverage containers, but as

funding from the Government and industry
dried up, municipalities began to complain that
they alone were left carrying a programme.

Environmentalists also claimed that reuse was
preferable to recycling, and that capture rates

for recyclrng were much lower than with the
deposit-ref u nd refillable systems.

The Government, together with relevant

stakeholders, is now examining a wide range

of product stewardship options, including
deposit-refund options. There is again growing

support for a deposit-refund system for liquor
and wine bottles, replicating the successful

beer deposit-refund system, as well as for lizzy
drinks, because of the relatively high costs of
recycling plastic bottles.

Key Issues
. GIass is expensive to collect for recycling due

to breakage and colour separation.
. Plastic bottles are expensive since they take
up a large amount of space in the collection
vehicle are require sorting into different resins.
. The shift away from glass to other materials

was in part to reduce packaging weight,
improve product to package size ratios, and

reduce refrigeration costs, as well as offering
consumer convenience and greater marketing
flexibility. However this shift also meant
industry no longer had responsibility for the
product once the consumer purchased it.
. Canada is still reluctant to approve anything
other than glass containers for refilling,
although refillable PET containers are used in

Europe, Latin America and South America.
. A refillable scheme for soft drink containers

would require a very complex infrastructure
because of the large number of retail outlets.
However, wine and liquor containers are sold

through a much smaller network of outlets,
similar to the scheme operated for beer. There

is increasing pressure from municipalities for
the province to mandate such a change, as this
would remove much of the problematic glass

from kerbside recycling schemes.
. Most other provinces in Canada have some

form of deposit system for most or all beverage

containers. Some, such as Prince Edward

lsland, have legislation requiring all soft drinks

to be sold in refillable containers.
. Aluminium is currently the greatest income
generator for recycling schemes" Currently the
vast majorrty of soft drink units sold in Ontario
are aluminium, worth almost $50million as

scrap once recycled. There is a concern that a
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strong move away from aluminium into either
plastic or refillables could jeopardise recycling

schemes.

One example of a successful refillable scheme

is The Beer Store, Ontario, Canada.

The Beer Store is the retailer of all brands of
beer and ale in the province of Ontario, Canada

operating 428 Beer Stores and servicing 600

Liquor Control Board of Ontario outlets, 250

bottle dealers and 16,000 licensed bars,

restaurants and hotels. lt has been operating a

successful refillable deposit programme since

1927. Deposits are currently 10 cents per bottle
(just less than 5p) which are returned for refilling

and 10 cents on cans which are recycled.
o ln 1997, the Beer Store recovered 98.6% of
their refillable glass bottles. They averaged 97 .6%

for all packaging materials, including non-

recyclable glass, aluminium, cardboard and plastic.

Wl@lt "*'l
@l ,q?ss ll z:r88 I

. The refillable beer bottle costs brewers less

than 1 cent per container on a per-trip basis,

which is less than one-tenth the purchase cost

of a one way glass or aluminium can.
o 91o/o of annual sales are in refillable containers.
. Over lO% of imported beer containers sold

are now returnable to The Beer Store for
deposit refund (mostly aluminium cans that are

then recycled).
. The entire packaging recovery system is

operated for approximately $88 per tonne.

Contact: Jan Wescott
Brewers of Ontario

111 Peter Srreet,

Suite 108

Toronto, Ontario,

CANADA M5V 2H1

Tel. 001 416 971 4094

Non-Recyclable
Glass

6,125

4,517

75.Oo/o

Using 1998 as a baseline, Canada's National Packaging Protocol set out
specific targets and policies aimed at reducing packaging waste by 50o/o

by the year 2000. The SOYo target was surpassed in 1996 - four years
early - through a combination of measures: increased municipal and
industrial recycling; increased use of reusable shipping containers and
pallets; material substitutions (e.9. aluminium for glass); and a reduction
in the amount of packaging material used. lncineration could not be
counted towards the targets.
Whilst the Packaging Protocol was developed as a voluntary scheme in
co-operation with industry, government reserved the right to introduce
regulations to achieve compliance. Key components of the approach
included: giving priority to source reduction, followed by reuse and
recycling; minimising effects of packaging on the environment; public
information and education; and application to all packaging used in
Canada, including imports.
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"Inaction on tbe part of tbe incliuidual is often
simply not knotuing ubat to do"
Barbara Ward (with Rene Dubos), 0nly 0ne Earth 1972

One of the seven commitments in the consultation papeyLess uaste
More Value is a "strong empbctsis on uaste minimisation".The
report states that industry can also participate in waste reduction,
reuse and recycling "if good practice is properly understood ancl
disseminated".Waste reduction can be achieved through a variery of
measlrres including good'housekeeping', material or product substitution
and process modification.

The necessity of waste reduction cannot be
Lrnderstated fbr without it, everything else

can only ever be the seconcl-best option.
Tightening regr.rlatory controls and increasecl

costs of waste disposal are l-righlighting the
environmental and economic clesirability of
waste prevention to the business audience.
This focus is leading to innov2itions such as

waste minimiszrtion clubs ancl clean
technology. The commr-rnity sector is also
experienced in driving sma1l-sca1e waste
recluction initiatives at the local level. But
where are the incentives for reducing waste
at the domestic level?

One problem with waste rech.rction is the
ability to measule dre success of implementing
schemes. The US Institute for Local Self
Reliance (a non-profit-making research ancl

ech-rcational bocly) has higl-rlighted this
;rspect as one of tl-re barriers to persuaciing
people that r,vaste reduction p:rys. Recent
research on 'best practices' in waste reduction
limits itself to mr-rnicipal solicl waste, with
infonnation gathered from states, commnnities,
indr-rstrial sectors and businesses. The work
is supportecl by tl-re Environmental
Protection Agency. Bencl-rmarks to measlue
sLrccess inclucle:
. \flaste diversion rate (througl-r a

cornbination of prevention, reuse, recycling
and composting)
. Landfill/incinerator diversion rate
. Amount of waste producecl per capita
. Cost efTectiveness factors

Reduction may be hard to qr,rantify but this
is no excuse to overlook this option. The
House of Comrlons inquiry on sr-rstainable

waste nunagement notecl that waste redLlction
"should always be consiclered as a precLlrsor
to the implementation of tl-re Best Practicable
Environmental Option in zrny specific
instance". It also statecl, in strong terms
(paragraplr 17) that "lip seruice alone, inJar
too many instances, bas been paid to tbe
principles of reducimg utaste and diuerting it
from disposal. Central gouernment bas lacked
tbe commitment. and local gouernment tbe

r6ot1rc6, to pLtt a sustainabb waste nxanc;rgenTent

strategy into practice ".

If the UK is selious in its comrnitntent to
sustainzrble development, now is the time to
re-consider ways of managing wastes to
rninimise the impact of wastes now, and in
the future. This transition inchrdes
consideration of how to move from the
'consumer throw away' society to one which
uses less, maximises reuse ernd recycling,
and views clisposal options snch as landfill
and incineration as last options. Sharing
information on good practice, here and
abroacl, is a pre-requisite to action.

One tooi fbl promoting w.rste reduction
is the idezr of charging households variable
rates accorcling to how mr-rch waste is
generatecl for disposal. Also known
variously as 'Pay as Yor-r Tl-rrow' or 'User

Pay', the Government hirve rzrised the
pcrssibility of extending this idea to the
UK in their consultation clocr-rment. This
woulcl r'equire more recycling facilities tc>

be in place before it coulcl work
effectively ancl consideration of lmportant
equity issues to ensure tl'iat low income
householcls ancl others wele not penalisecl.
However tl-re fbllowing case study from
Canada, compiled by Kathy Killinger u,,ith

assistance frorn Canaclian colleagr-re Bob
Argue, clemonstrates how this measure
might Lre :rn important sprlr to increasecl
waste fecluction.

Over 4.000 local authorities in North
Americr hrrre intloduced vrtrirrble cherging
schemes for household waste since 1993.

The comrnon fzrctor is that households pay
directly for all or some of the mr-rnicipal
waste man.rgement costs based on the
volurne of refuse set ollt fbr collection.
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Capital Region
has adopted
zero waste as
its goal - and
have cut their
waste going to
Iandfill by
43"/o over four
years (1993-7)

Typically, variable charging schetnes are

implen-rented to respond to the following
factors:
. Residents require a waste serwice at

different levels of r.rse. One household may

put out one sack fortnigl-rtly because they
take advantage ol divelsion plogrtuunes.
whilst theil neighboLlr sets or-rt five sacks

each week. Variable charges reward
residents fbr diverting waste.

The idea of variable charging has a
long history. The city of Seattle,
Washington State was an early pioneer
with the introduction of its programme
in 1981. Combined with an aggressive
recycling programme, including
kerbside, the city has nudged towards
waste diversion levels of nearly 50%.
The goal of 6O% recovery by 1998 was
originally set as an alternative to
developing a incinerator. Seattle Solid
Waste Utility report that until 1995,

householders with extra waste
requiring disposa! (above the stated
amount agreed for pick-up) would buy
a special $S bag to hold the spill-over.
The city has now switched to billing
customers for any extra bags of garbage
left out for pick-up.
Postconsumer waste arisings in the US

average 800k9 per year, compared to
European rate of 400k9.

ln Australia,
the Canberra
National

. Variable charges have been proven to be
an inexpensive and powertul policy tool for
helping mr-inicipalities achieve, and even

exceed 50% diversion targets, ancl decreasing
the cost of the waste managelrent system
as a whole.
. Variable charges encollrage appropriate
behavior-rr (waste cliversion) while giving
residents control over their expenclitures.

Prodr-rcer Responsibiiity and cliscnssions on

the 'new materials economy' migl"rt fast-track

waste recllrction. For example, from October
1, 1998 the Germans are obligecl r-rnder the
new Battely Ordinance to take used hor-rse-

hold batteries as well as lead ar-rto batteries

to retailers or municipal collection centres.

The new law caters fbr proclucers'

responsibility. Germiln producers zrnd

importels of batteries will be helcl lesponsible
for sorting, tmnspoftation and environmentally

souncl recycling of batteries. Accorcling to

Recycling International, the main bzrttely

producers in Germar.-ry, including l)uracel1,
Panasonic, and Varta, are now stuclying a

collective take-back system.
The Zero \flaste visi<>n. thougl-r radical, is

gaining prominence in jurisdictions where
the futility of the argr.rment, 'hou, mnch
waste cun r-rltimately l>e divertecl' is being
l-righlightecl as practical results fiorn projects

exceecl the supposecl 'limits' to waste

cliversion. Having passecl'expert-clefined'
top levels of 7io/0, 25o/o, 500/0, 70olt, the
debate sl-rifts to view w;rste zrs a 'resolrrce'

and the question then becomes, "how clo

we captlrre all of these resor:rces"-/

'User Pay' Success Story in Sidney Township, Ontario, Canada

Combined with a comprehensive recycling and composting scheme,
charges for each sack or bin of refuse have helped Sidney Township,
Ontario to reduce the amount of household waste going to disposal by
69Y" over the seven year period between 1989 and 1996. The 'User Pay'
charge on refuse serves to encourage residents to recycle and compost
more, resulting in a reduction of overall cost for waste management
(refuse + recycling) of 36%. Sidney Township in eastern Ontario (pop.
17,000) is part of the Quinte area discussed further in the case study
'Maximising Waste Diversion' (see Section 3 of this report).

lmplementation process
Sidney Township had a well established refuse

diversion programme, but waste composition

studies showed that there was still substantial

recyclable and compostable material going out
with the refuse. Staff proposed a 'User Pay' refuse
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system as a means of increasing waste diversion

and decreasing costs. The Council accepted the

proposal in principal and announced that they

were going to proceed with the programme.

Residents turned out at a public meeting and

a subsequent Council meeting to express the
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following concerns:
o nol enough consultation
. fears of double taxation
. fears of fly tipping
. concerns for large families, those on low
income, and problems of garden waste

A committee was established with 13 residents

and four Councillors to investigate the matter
further. After a series of meetings, a report was
prepared that recommended a programme that
was in fact more stringent than the original
proposal. The Council approved a programme

to start January 1, 1994 that would distribute
52'free' tags to each household (i.e. included
in municipal taxes), with extra tags costing

$1.50 each. This programme was continued
through 1995. By 1996, a full User Pay

programme was implemented with no 'free'

tags, and all tags costing $2.00.

How the scheme works
. All refuse set out for collection, whether a

sack or a bin, must have an attached tag.
. Tags cost $2.00 (lust less than f 1) each and

cover the cost of refuse collection and tipping.
. Tags are purchased in groups of 10 from the
municipal office and at retail outlets throughout
the municipality. There is no charge to either
residents or the municipality for handling the
tag sales.

. There are size and weight restrictions for
refuse (76cm x 96cm for sacks, and 77 litres

for bins, maximum weight for either is 18 kg).
o The waste management by-law identifies
material not allowed in the refuse, including
household hazardous waste, recyclable material,

and garden waste.
. There is no charge for the use of the recycling

bin, household hazardous waste depot, or garden

waste drop-off depot.
. Untagged refuse is not prcked up and must be

off the streets by 7.00 pm of the collection day.

o The owner and/or occupant is responsible for
complying with the by-law.
. Untagged sacks or bins are collected by the
municipality separately. and the generator of the
refuse identified in 70% of cases. The generator

is contacted and requested to come to the
municipal office to reclaim their refuse. The

by-law allows for fines up to $25,000
(f12,000) but this has never had to be pursued.

Results/impact
The introduction of User Pay refuse had an

immediate and signrficant effect on all aspects

of the municipal waste management system.

These effects are summarized as following.

Public attitudes surveys have found a high level

of support for the programme.
. 80% said the programme was successful in

meeting its goals of increased diversion and

reduced costs.
. 85%o support the User Pay programme
. 84%o would support fortnightly refuse

collection (compared with 640/o who would
support fortnightly recycling collection)

Refuse
. refuse to landfill fell 460/o from the previous

year
o the average number of refuse sacks or bins
per week fell by 59%o (from 1.83 lifts/household
/week to 0.75)
. the municipality started fortnightly collection
of refuse during the winter months

Recycling
o there was an increase in the percentage of
recyclable material that was separated for
recycling from 650/o to 83% of available material
o total materials collected kerbside increased

by 26oh
. the recycling of new materials added to the
scheme was more than double that of other
municipalities
. average separation of recyclable material was
233 kg per household per year

Composting
. 50Yo of kitchen organics was diverted through
garden composters
. 100o/o of garden waste was gone from
kerbside collection

Household hazardous waste
o participation in HHW depots increased by 25%
. hazardous household products such as

batteries, paint, pesticides, solvents etc. placed

in the refuse decreased by 50%

Fly tipping
. Yearly average of fly tipping went down 33%
rather than the increase that might be expected

compared to the previous year. lt is thought
that this is due to more rigorous controls and
public education.
. The amount of non-recyclable paper in the
refuse stream remained constant, indicating
that there was'rie increase in burning.
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Paying for
one's waste
brought home
to each of us
a growing
awareness of
the full life
cycle costs of
'throwing it
out'.
MOUNTVERNON, IOWA,

USA

"We worked
to eduqate
residents
away from
the concept of
unlimited
garbage
toward the
idea of
unlimited
recycling."
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA

'An excellent
public
information
and education
programrne is
imperative."
VANCOUVER, WASHINGION

SIATE.

'lt all goes round again'

Simon Chapman (Network

Recycling)

Steel cans are now much

lighter than they used to

be, for example, a drinks

can is 30% lighter than

five years ago and further

reductions are planned. The

practice of 'lightweighting'

is also the industry's

response to the challenge

from plastics packaging,

which is often used as a

steel or aluminium substitute

Economics
. lmplementation costs for the User Pay

programme were $0.70 (about 33p) per

resident. This includes costs for public

consultation, promotion, and printing and

Lessons Iearned
. As long as opportunities for recycling and

composting are widely avarlable, the public will
accept User Pay.

. lllegal tipping is not a problem.

Contact: Robert Argue
REIC Perth, 83 Gore Sfreef East

Perth, ON Canada K7H lJl
Tel: 001 613 267-1 128 Fax:001 613 267-6696
e-ma i I : reic@ perth. igs. net

"Doing more with less is not the same as doing less, doing worse or doing without.-
Efficiency does not mdan curtailment, discomfort or privation... Since resource efficiency
has the potential of being profitable, much of it can be implemented largely in the
marketplace, driven by individual choice and business competition, rather than requiring
governments to tell everyone how to live. Market forces can theoretically drive
resource efficiency. However we are still confronted with the considerable task of
clearing barriers and reversing daft incentive structures that keep the market from
working fully."
E. Weizsacker, A. Lovins, L. Lovins. Authors of Factor Four - Doubling Wealth. Halving
Resource Use.1997-

distributing numbered tags. . Do not overestimate income from tag sales
. Ongoing costs for promotion, tag printing and since refuse set out will drop dramatically.
distribution are $0.50 (about 23p) per resident. . User Pay is the most effective tool for increasing
. First year programme savings (excluding diversion once a comprehensive programme
revenue from tag sales) were a net $'l 80,000 is in place.
(about f85,000). This was primarily through o Fortnightly refuse collection becomes an

reduced tipping fees for landfilling and reduced option (especially in the winter months).
collection costs.
. There was an estimated increase in net
employment resulting from the increased

activity in the collection, processing and

marketing of recyclable material as well as

centralised garden waste composting.

FOVCRN Report' Recycling Works
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Reprocessing and Buying Recycled Products

"Tbe ability to signfficantly inct"ease tlce recouery
of recyclable commodities only uorks if tbere
are tnarkets in talcich to expamd,. Markets do mot
magically appear.. tbe Gouernment sbould be
educatimg tlce public, and prouiding researcb
and d,euelopment includ,ing ctssistamce tuitb the
grotutlt and expansion of markets.Tlce grotuing
of ruarkets is a pctrtnership effort betueem
industry amd Gouernruent"
Peter Grogan, Manager for Market Development Weyerhaeuser Recycling. Biocycle July 1997

Whilst insufficient attention may have been paid to rnaterials reuse
and waste redllction, even less strategic attention has been paid to
market development.This is the process of strengthening or
expanding both intermediate and end-uses of materials collected for
reuse and recycling.The well-respected Institute for Local Self
Reliancesuggests that strategic market development is based on goals

to "attract firms that maximise the value of materials, and firms that
gllarantee a use for waste materials, even a low value use, during
periods of low demand and low market prices. For example, the
manufacturing of speciality products made from individual polymers
would be the optimal use of recycled plastics; manufacture of plastic
Iumber (woocl) made from mixecl plastic gracles would be a back-up
market. Each region must therefore develop a unique mix of flrms
ancl facilities that guarantee a consistent flow of materials".

\Xzithin the Producer Responsibility
Obligations (packaging waste regulations)
7997, it was originally hopecl that there
u,oulcl be some obligzrtion on the Materials
Organis:rtions to l'eview and cl-rallenge the
barriers which oper:rte against tl-re end use of
Lecoverecl raw materials. Issues wouid include
consideration of regrrlations, specifications,
technical and 'fitness fbr pr-rrpose' factors.
More work l-ras yet to be done in this :rrea.

Yet as Producer Responsibility begins to
bite, tl-re issue starting to clorninate thinking
in recycling circles is quite w1-rat will happen
to the increasing 1eve1 of recyclables coming
()nto the market. The Environment Select

Cor-nmittee reiteratecl the imp()rtance of
finding solr.rtions; 'the guarantee of a healtl-ry

ancl stable LIK market fbr LIK procluced reryc1ecl

ploch-rcts will be essential in encouraging
the devekrpment of a lecycling infrastn-rctr"rre. "

Increasing financing r.nechanisms and creating
a conficlence factor for investrrent decisions
is part of tl're reqr-rired action.

Greater interyention Lly Governrlent in the
marketplace to "secure stability" was deemecl

imperative by the Select Committee. The
volatility of market prices for prodr-rcts -

clependent as it is in many cases on global

sffis - jeopadises an efli:ctive forward planning
network. Reprocessors reqnire materials in
the right place, at the right time, to the rigl-rt

qr-rality stanclards at r-ninimum possible cost.

If recoverecl materials are available on a
long term supply b:rsis at prices substantially
l<>wer, in real terms, corl-ipared to virgin
input valuations then end life rer-rse of these
r-naterials should be gr-rzrrzrnteecl.

In addition to securing reliable supply
chains of recovered materials, there are

clear econornic benefits to be gained by
encouraging enhancecl local reprocessing
activities for tl-re collected materials frorn
n-u-rnicipal programmes. Handling feedstocks

in a 'closecl loop' process has :rn irnportant
mr-rltiplier ef'fbct within the loc:rl economy;
aclciing v2rllte to recycling-relatecl industry
ancl creating wealth from discarclecl materizrls.

Intern;rtional experience here can help
shetpe the UK's ideas ancl provicle the catzrlyst

for action.
riTithin Europe, Gerrrany is the leader in

pr'()rnoting closecl loop economies. Tl-re

Gern'ian law, passed in October 1996,

assigns extenclecl proclucer resp<>nsibility tc>

all compzrnies that develop, rnzrntrfacture,

process or r.narket proclLrcts in Germany.
The law aims to ensLlre that producers will
play an active pafi in ir.nplementing a 'circul'"tr

economy' that promotes closed material
cycle'. Cor-ripanies are now wrestling witl-r

produrct re-clesign and take-back.
There is clearly a role fbr n-rany players tcr

further the market development clebate.

Strong clear leadership from central
G<>vernment and a sllpportive national
frar-nework are obvious requirements. Greer-r

pl'ocLlrement, clriven by tlie imperatives of
strstainable procluction ancl constrrnption, is

gr<>wing in ir-nportance ztnd will f-eatr-rre

strongly in the 1999 meeting of the
International Commissi<>n fbr Sr-rstzrinable

Development. Tliis extencls a cl-rallenge t<r

tire procurernent sect()r wi-ro, on tl-re whole,

FOE/CRN Report - Recycling Works



have resisted incorporating environmental
components into purchasing decisions.
\flhilst Government action to intervene
directly in markets is limited, this is one
very real area where influence would make
a difference. Central and local governments
have tremendous purchasing power, the
abllity to influence suppliers and thus drive
change. Amongst countries that are
members of the Organisation for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD), an
estimated 5-150/o of total GDP expenditure is
government purchasing.

Positive actions at the 1oca1 government
level include promotion of 'green' purchasing
policies utilising recycled content products
wherever practicable, and/or within the
bounds of financial acceptability. The
authorify can be a powerful advocate for
change throughout its supply chain and in
its interaction with the local community,
including business. The long-term ideal is
incorporating recycling initiatives within
economic development planning. It can be
a win-win situation for all when technical
and business assistrnce agencies are set up
to create jobs, support recycling efforts and
work to increase the use of recyclable materials

used in local manufacturing processes.

Keeping the pressure up is vital; even with
a supposedly supportive framework in
place, market deveiopment can be s1ow.

For example, when President Clinton signed
a US Executive Order in 7993 mandating

200/o postconsumer content in federal printing
and writing paper purchasingby 1.995,

expectations were high. In realiqz, compiiance
dragged until further efforts and incentives
such as, a 5%o discount on recycled paper,
were made. The Executive Order has now
been updated to require 30%o postconsumer
content by 1.999.

Removing the road-blocks to market
development requires a multi-faceted
approach. In the following text, Robin
Murray lays out the case for an expansion
of processing capacity as one part of the
answer and explores the alternatives that
exist for expanding the economic potential
of secondary materials. Developing markets
for recycled materials is a long-term
endeavour but innovation and vision can
win the day. The case studies of the Seattle-
based Clean rilTashington Center and King
County Purchasing Department, prepared
by Jan McHarry, document the work to
'mainstream' recycled content products and
materials. The key issue is substitution of
recycled content wherever appropriate.
Price premiums are not the answer. The
final example from the UK, also compiled
by Jan McHarry, is based on experience
derived from the National Recycling
Forum's Buy Recycled Programme and
highlights how 'buy recycled' policies can

demonstrate a local authority's commitment
to sustainable development.

Economic Opportunity Through Reprocessing - potential for
the UK

Britain is close to the bottom of the European league in reprocessing its
waste materials. ln the mid 1990's it recycled only 16% of its stee!, 27%
of its glass and 32yo of its paper (by comparison, the German figures are
81yo,79o/o and 65Yo respectively). For an expansion of Britain's recycling
economy, there is clearly a need for an expansion of processing capacity.
From the viewpoint of sustainability, it is equally important that this
capacity be located close to the point where materials are collected. The
energy savings from substituting secondary for primary materials
should not be dissipated by long hauls to and from processing plants.
Recycling is most effective, economically and environmentally, when it
forms part of an integrated regional economy.
From this perspective, Britain is also weak. Most reprocessing capacity in
the UK is in the North, whereas the bulk of materials for recycling from
the domestic waste stream are in the South. The imbalance is clearest in
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the South-East. A region with more than a quarter of the population,
and above average Ievels of waste, has only one newsprint plant, one
glass factory, no steel or aluminium mill, and no significant plastic
reprocessor. The NE and South Wales have steel plants but no newsprint
mills, glass plants, or plastic reprocessors. The SW has little reprocessing
capacity at all.

ln encouraging local processing, districts, cities and regions have one
potential instrument: the provision of secure sources of supply. ln many
of the principal materials from the domestic waste stream - paper, steel,
aluminium, plastic and textiles - existing reprocessors in the UK are
working at under capacity, or they are importing waste materials, or
they could expand if there were stable supplies of recyclables. lf local
areas can form supply consortia of a sufficient size, one of the principal
barriers to new investment will be removed.
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Local industrial opportunities
The type and range of new investment will
depend first on the likely flow of local materials,

and second the minimum size of plants.

ln the case of aluminium, Alcan has established

a 60,000 tonne per annum plant at Warrington
for reprocessing cans, which still relies on

imported cans for 75ok of its inputs. For the

time being there is therefore limited scope for
a second plant. On the basis of overseas

experience there are possibilities for supplying

used cans to aluminium foundries serving the

auto industry, and these foundries are more

widely dispersed. But this trend is as yet little
developed in the UK and prices offered by

smaller foundries are significantly lower than

those paid by Alcan in Warrington.

For steel cans, the immediate potential is for
detinning plants. There are currently two
plants, one in the North East and one in South

Wales, which separate the tin in the cans, leaving

high quality steel scrap for reprocessing. Each

of these plants has an annual capacity of
20,000 tonnes. At German rates of steel

recycling, a region of 3 million people could

support a plant of this size.

For glass bottles, the current issue is how far
the nine existing glass factories in the UK can

substitute recycled cullet for primary materials

in their production. One problem is colour. The

UK exports clear glass (as containers for whisky,

gin and marmalade) and imports green (wine).

The national proportions of recycled glass bot-

tles collected are 35ok clear, 1Aok amber and

51 % green, as against production of 70o/o

clear, 1 4o/o amber and 16o/o green. lf the
industry meets its 50% recycling target, it will
mean that 160,000 tonnes of green glass will
be collected above that which is needed by

existing furnace capacity in areas currently

without glass factories, notably Wales, the
South West and the North East.

For all these areas there is scope for the
development of cullet processing for onward
shipment to existing glass factories. But there
are also emerging possibilities for using glass

cullet for other purposes. In North America

non-container uses for glass cullet grew by

56% between 1992 and 1995, and now
account f or 29o/o of all cullet. The main
alternative uses are.
. glass tiles (which are made with up lo 95o/o

recycled glass, including mixed cullet, car

windshields, plate glass and contaminated
glass. Existing factories have a throughput of
20,000 tonnes a year, which al 50o/o recycling

rates, could be sourced by a region of 1.5

million people)
. glass bricks
. other glass products (bowls,

glassware, figurines, stained glass)
. qlass fibre insulation
. abrasives and filter media (for the
construction industry)
. reflective paint

ln textiles, districts of 200,000 populatron

can support initial sorting facilities (with some

30 jobs in each), and similar sized areas can

support primary disassembly in electronics and

white goods. The major challenge for
reprocessing, however, comes in paper.

Modern newsprint mills require over 400,000
tonnes of waste paper per annum, which at
50% capture rates would require a catchment
area of some 13 million people. lt is to reduce

this and re-localise paper production that
urban mini-mills have been developed.
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The solution
to the situation
is market
creation, market
development.

Urban mini paper mills
..lust as smaller plants have been developed in

steel, chemicals and light industries Iike furniture

and shoes, so mini-mills have appeared in the
international paper industry. They are mostly

located near cities, making use of spare capacity

in infrastructure and existing plant and

equipment. ln the US 36 mini paper mills were
operating or planned in 1994, of which 25

were de-inked pulp mills, and '11 were pulp,

paper, or paperboard mills. The New York area

now has four mills to process its waste paper,

including one in the Bronx.

The reason that small mills can hold their
own against the large plants are threefold:
. They have lower transport costs for raw
materials and final outputs.
. They can make use of existing infrastructural

capacity (particularly combined heat and power

electricity plants, water treatment facilities and

transport links).
. Equipment in a large mill is more sophrsticated;

the danger of breakdown with so much capital

at risk means that there tend to be more support
systems; while the capital cost per inch of width
for a 360-inch machine will be less than for a

200-inch machine with all factors held constant,

they are rarely held constant in practice. For

this reason while labour costs per ton are lower
in a large mill, capital costs are higher.

This is the conclusion of a study of mini-mills
in the US. A recent report for London Pride by

the Finnish paper consultants, Jaakko Poyry,

considering potential for a mini-mill in London

came to the following conclusions:
. Capital costs are a more critical adverse

feature for small plants than the US studies

suggest, (although for some grades of paper,

the capital costs could be reduced by the
purchase of 'off the peg' machines).
. The advantages of a mini-mill in London are

partly inward and outward freight, but also

inf rastructural savings if the right site could
be found.

With the above in mind, and given support
from European funds, the study's conclusions

on the five grades of paper studied were.
. A mini newsprint mill of 80,000 tonnes per

annum using recycled paper would be as

competitive as an existing efficient mill and

only about 5% less competitive than a new
large scale mill. Their advice was to plan for a

midi-mill of 150,000 tonnes (which at German

rates of recycling could be served by a region

of 4.6 million people).
. A small 44 recycled copy paper mill would be

competitive against existing virgin fibre based

paper production, which is characterised by

relatively small scale and aging machinery.
. For testliner, investment costs would have to
be reduced by 30oh to be competitive with
other mills.
. In white lined chipboard, a mini-mill would
be well positioned relative to existing

machines, and with some capital support
would match the costs of a large modern mill.
. Tissue production is characterised by small

mills (with several new tissue mills in the UK

recently established with 20,000-25,000 tonne
capacitres) so that a mini-mill would be

competitive in this sector with both existing

and large mills, and could be established as a

local processing facilitiy for different grades of
recycled paper.

What is critical in all these cases is security of
supplies. lf this can be guaranteed through
consortia agreements, then mini-mills in all

grades studie are feasible.

At the European level, the main opportunities
are seen to lie in those grades that have had

low levels of recycled content, notably tissue,

newsprint and printing and wrrting, with
forecast growth rates of demand for recovered

paper over 15 years of 4o/o, 60/o and 11o/o pet

annum respectively. There are ample outlets
for the bulk of the eight million tonnes of
paper that are currently to be found in Britains

municipal waste stream.

Conclusion
The expansion of processing capacity is one
part of the answer to the problem of markets

for recycled products. Equally, the lack of secure

supplies has been a disincentive for the expansion

of capacity. What is needed is a mechanism for
coordinating the expanded supply of materials

and the building of local capacity.

Where this has been achieved, recycling has

proved to be an engine for local regeneration.

In ten North Eastern states in the US, it was

found that 103,000 people were employed in

recycling related industries, of which 75%
were in manufacturing. Minnesota had 90

recycling based manufacturers with direct
employment of 8,700. Massachusetts had 200

recycling related facilities employing 9,500
people" Similar patterns are found in other
high recycling states in the US, and in the
German Ldnder. They provide a picture of the
economic opportunity open to regions in the UK
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Value Added Strategies for Market Development - Clean
Washington Center, Seattle, USA

Market development is the forgotten part of the recycling equation.
Attention has focused primarily on developing and refining collection
systems, leaving the question of who is responsible for market
development and economic potential largely unanswered. What are the
critical technical and economic challenges we must meet? What are our
options to boost recovery and recycling onto the next level? Where is
the innovation? Up in the Pacific North-West of America lies an
organisation that has kept its eye on the'opportunity focus'for Closing
the Recycling Loop.

lntroduction
The Seattle-based Clean Washington Center
(CWC)was established by Washington State

legislature in 1991 to help develop markets for
recycled materials. Since that time, CWC has

worked in partnership with business, industry

and local government to increase the

manufacturing capacity for materials recovered

from the waste stream thus conserving natural
resources, lowering solid waste costs and

strengthening the local economy.

CWC has built an effective reputation for
providing technology and business assistance

to manufacturers; minimising the risks (perceived

or actual) associated with recycled goods and

helping them meet the challenge of substituting
recycled materials for virgin feedstocks in their
products. These actions have been based on the
context of gaining a competitive edge through

enhanced performance, costs savings and

increased market share.

Economic success
Prior to the organisation's status change in July

1997, CWC had over 500 businesses on its Iist

- start-ups, conversions and new product

development. Research projects included finding

new uses for glass, plastic, papel tyres and

wood waste and negotiating commitments to
use recycled materials" Positive outcomes have

successfully contributed to the creation of 14,000
jobs in Washington State's remanufacturing

sector alone. In addition, work connected with
financing strategies secured over $400 million
in equipment and financing, and influenced the
capital investment of nearly $1 .4 billion in the
recycled-content product manufacturing sector.

The enabling legislation that created the
CWC contained 'sunset' clauses for termination

of funding in lune 1997 and despite the CWC s

notable successes for local economic development,

no extension was possible. Reasons were

for

ls

numerous but included waning political interest
in recycling compared to the climate in the
early 1990s. Undaunted, the CWC has now
made the transition from being a state-funded
programme to a not-for-profit organisation
within the Pacific North West Economic

Region. PNWER is a regional economic
development and public policymaking entity
based in Seattle. Although it has shed some

staff - down from 20 to 12 with others on

retainers - CWC will continue to share its

expertise and expand its service provision to
include clients throughout the US and abroad.

Its strategy has four key components: business

development; recycling technology; product

marketing and policy research and analysis.

A critical factor in CWC's success has been

the recognition that to achieve technological
developments, an engineering perspective as

well as a business approach is essential.

Accordrng to David Dougherty, Director, "the

true value of recycling is understanding the
material properties you are dealing with and

using that to build something better". Thus the
focus is on adding value by substituting recycled

content for virgin materials. CWC's marn message,

promoted at trade shows and one-to-one
presentations, is that there is no reason why a

product containing recycled content should be

inferior to one made with primary materials.

The CWC does not support price premiums on

recycled materials.

The Centres' budget previously averaged $2

million a year with initial funding coming from
a state solid waste tax. When that ended,

monies were allocated from the State's litter
tax on food and drink retailers. ln addition,
funding of approximately $1 million came from
the US Department of Commerce through the
National lnstitute of Standards and Technology.

The funding profile prior to its status change

was 50% state money, 30% federal and5-15ok
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"The hardest
challenge to
recycling is

how you create
demand"
David
Dougherty,
Director, CWC.

private sector money. Future funding sources

will include a larger proportion of federal grant

aid through the US Environmental Protection

Agency's 'Jobs Through Recycling Project' in

addition to private consultancy work in New

Zealand, Australia and Spain developing similar

market development centres.

Engaging new market opportunities
Vision and innovation underpin the Centres'

work. Overcoming barriers to market

development by information sharing and

dissemination of good practice is a fundamental

objective. For example, its 'Best Practices in

Recycling' scheme is targeted at manufacturers

and reprocessors, providing peer support and

information to prevent businesses'reinventing
the wheel'. This service is accessible through an

on-line, subscription-based service as well as

through workshops. CWC has long been

recognised as a catalyst in promoting national

standards and performance-based specifications

for recycled materials.

One of the recent product development

successes is technical assistance towards the

development of a flooring system which uses

recycled tyres, sandwiched between wooden

layers, to create a springier surface for
basketball courts and similar applications.
Real-world tests have established the floor's

ability to cushion excessive impacts, thus

reducing sports injuries.

Public advocacy for recycling is important

too. The success of recycling may be perceived as

achieving a sustainable balance of environmental

benefrts and commercial viability but according

to Douqherty, there is also a third consideration
- namely Government and corporate involvement

to support public participation. This was explored

by CWC in a high-profile collaborative task

force investigating the future of recycling and

whether people really do want to recycle.

Surveys showed a positive response; 90'k ol

respondents wanted to recycle more materials

than at present and would pay a little more to

do so. Dougherty's conclusion was that if this is

a genuine response (surveys often portray

aspirations rather than reality) "it is up to
Government and industry to figure out what is

the cheapest and most efficient way to do this".

Another innovation has been CWC s work
with other partners to establish the Chicago

Board of Trade Recyclables Exchange (CBOT) -

an electronic trading system for recyclable

commodities (www.cbot-recycle.com). Price

volatility is a big barrier to potential investors

yet until the marketplace for recycled content
products is diversified, wide fluctuations will

continue to occur. Actions to minimise financial

risks are crucial to recycling's future and once

again CWC, in partnership with other
professionals, including the financial sector, is

creating a capital fund and a 'hedging' mechanism

to even out these risks.

ln conclusion, there can be little doubt that

the CWC has helped accelerate market

development initiatives in a city/region with an

'aspirational' voluntary goal of 507o materials

diversion. CWC experiences demonstrate that
growing a new recycled materials economy

based on a voluntary approach is possible,

using market forces to investigate the feasibility

of converting industry to using locally-derived

recycled materials when it is to their advantage.

However this type of market development and

technology assistance does not come cheap

and requires a supportive political framework

and financial commitment to make it a reality.

Contact: CWC - a division of PNWER

999 Third Avenue,

Suite 1060

Seattle,Washington 981 04, USA

Tel: 001 206 464 7040 Fax: 001 206 464 6902

http.//www.cwc.org

Seattle Tilth demonstration

composting garden - Words

into actions. J.lVlcHarry
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Pushing the Recycled Procurement Message into the
Mainstream - King Courty, Washington State, USA

One of the most established buy recycled programmes in the US,
King County continues to provide a model for other organisations
seeking to increasing their purchase of recycled goods. ln the 199617
financial year, the King County agencies spent more than $2 million
on recycled products.

Context
Located on the Puget Sound in Washington

State, and covering more than 2,200 square

miles around Seattle, King County has a

population of more than 1.6 million people,

rankiqg it as the 13th most populous county

in the nation. The area is a renowned leader

in the development of waste reduction and

recycling programmes; with a recycling rate

of nearly 50%, the ambitious activities

started as an alternative to proposals for an

incinerator and were driven by community

concerns over landfilling and associated

environmental impacts.

The proximity of the natural environment - it

is an area surrounded by mountains and water

- provides a constant reminder of the perceived

high quality of life. The original impetus for
developing a recycled products policy arose

from the King County Division of Solid Waste's

desire to provide leadership in the development
of stable markets for recovered materials by

ensuring that county agencies exercised their
considerable purchasing power. The message

of this agency is doubled by the existence of
numerous other pro-active organisations pushing

the markets angle, including the Clean

Washinqton Center.

I mplementing the vision
King County adopted its Recycled Products

Procurement Policy in 1989, making it one of
the first communities in the US to develop such

a mandate. The Executive Policy required

County agencies to use recycled and recyclable

products "wherever practicable" and authorised

a 15o/o price preference for recycled paper

products and a 107o preference for re-refined

lubricating engine oil. The motive was to help

krckstart markets.

The original policy, recognised as very much

a control-base programme, was revised into a

simpler and more accessible format in 1994,

which places increased attention on education

and persuasion rather than directives. This new

direction recognises a broader group of

environmentally preferable products and

changes the procurement priorities of more

than 'l 0,000 county employes and contractors.
To mainstream and enhance the recycled

procurement message, King County placed its
Recycled Product Procurement Program within
the main Procurement Services Division. This

has allowed the two staff to have close contact
with King Countyb buyers, providing increased

opportunities for influencing the buying
programme through the provision of information
and technical assistance. Change in procurement

practices, even within a forward thinking area

such as the Pacific North West, may not have

been as rapid as some outsiders might have

hoped but by having their f ingers on the
'procurement pulse', the co-ordinators have

been able to pursue more opportunities for
change than might have otherwise have been

the case. Good relationships between
Purchasing and the Solid Waste Division have

also facilitated increased commitment to buying

recycled products.

A key factor in the programme's success has

been its collaborative approach towards recycled

content procurement. The co-ordinators perceive

their role as being an information resource, as

educators and motivators for their clients, the
King County agencies. In turn, the agencies

supply their expertise in evaluating products

in field trials as well as discovering new
procurement opportun ities.

The Recycled Products Procurement Program

has credibility. One example illustrating this is a

construction project where all the demolition
materials were going to be sent to landfill, at
considerable cost. By stepping in and suggesting

alternative courses of action to the contractor,
thus saving the firm money, the King County
staff subsequently found the contractor was

much more receptive to subsequent suggestions

concerning the use of recycled materials.

The successful result was the introduction of
composted top soil, plastic lumber (wood),

recycled glass, recycled asphalt, and recycled

concrete aggregate.
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King County
has also
used recycled
plastic for
kiosks, bus
shelters,
board walk,
signage and
fence slats.

Bottom line successes
Substantial progress has been made in recycled

paper procurement from the initial 8% in 1990

to over 93"h ol printing paper and 99'h of all

copier paper in 1991 . Besides paper, other
products in wide use include: recycled concrete
aggregate, compost, ground wood waste,
re-refined motor oil, remanufactured toner
cartridges, retread tyres, reprocessed paint,
plastic wood, tyre rubber chips as playground

surfacing, recycled glass aggregate and plastic

garbage sacks. Spending power on these

amounted to $800,000 in 1997.

Part of the Recycled Product Program entails

using recycled materials to reduce expenses. ln

1996/7, the County saved $2+,000 using

remanufactured toner cartridges, $1 34,000
using shredded wood waste, and $80,000
through tyre purchasing. In total, King County
calculate savings of a mighty $500,000 by

using recycled products.

The Seattle Parks Department has used
recycled plastic in boardwalks, benches,
irrigation valve housings, and trellis in
a wetland pedestrian bridge.
Pioneering use of plastic wood at the
King Dome sports stadium has led to
similar. applications elsewhere in Canada

and the US (the Metro Dome in
Minneapolis). "l'm really in favour of
closing the recycling loop and getting
prices down to where they are
competitive with virgin products. The

more we buy and use, the cheaper it is
going to be for everyone." (Tony Guerrero,

Stad iu m Adm i ni stratio n, Ki ng Dome.)

step in and suggest recycled alternatives.

lnfluencing the specification process by

educating architects and designers is the key

task for making changes within contractor
procurement where changes in materials

specification cannot be made after detailed
plans have been subrnitted.

Finding the 'champions', people willing to try
something new is the answer to breaking

through the inertia. The programme co-ordinators

have learnt by experience that it is not productive

to spend large amounts of time and effort trying

to convince someone to use or specify recycled

materials when they are overly resistant to the
general idea. Far better to work with project

managers open to new suggestions, who then
disseminate the message back through their
particular market sector and networks.

Experience also proves that mandates to buy

recycled are not as effective as the provision of
good, credible information about quality and

cost effective products that perform well. The

focus for future activity will therefore remain on

increasing and encouraging the purchase of
recycled products as opposed to diversifying into

a wide range of products where environmental

claims are harder to prove. On the 'wish' Iist is a

better set of definitions and guidance from the

US Environmental Protection Agency on
'environmentally preferable purchasing'.

Contact: Eric Nelson

King County Recycled Product Procurement
Program

Tel: 001 206 296 4324
e m a i l. eric. n e lso n@ metro kc. g ov
we b S i te : www m etro kc. g ov/ o p p i s/ recycl ea. htm I

Keeping the opportunity focus
lVore money is spent on construction contracts
than supply contracts thus providing a wealth
of opportunities to influence the procurement

of contractor-purchased materials. Barriers

abound. Project managers have to compromise
between demanding that specific, i.e. recycled.

materials are used, thereby running a risk of
being held liable for material or equipment
failures if things go wrong, or being overly

conservative about recycled materials and thus
letting good opportunities slip away. General

experience reveals that project managers often
know little about recycled materials.

At any one time, King County is engaged in

many projects with thousands of detailed

purchasing decisions which could be influenced
in favour of recycled products. By monitoring
developments, the co-ordinators are able to
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Closing the Loop - Building Environmental Concerns into
Procurement Practices in Dorset.

Procurement is the cornerstone of 'greening' operations within public
and private sector institutions. lt is also an important market development
tool. There is tremendous scope for incorporating recycled materials
into product specifications, and for the development of specific
purchasing policies that favour recycled materials. Environmentally
preferable purchasing, combined with promotion of the 'rethink,
reduce, reuse, recycle'message, plays an important role in the transition
to sustainable development. Local Agenda 21 plans can offer an opportunity
to rethink purchasing policies. The Environment Select Cornmittee, 1998
urged that "local government must also play a part by the operation of
green procurement policies."

Market issues, including costs and outdated attitudes towards recycled
products, present the biggest hurdles to increased purchasing at both
the institutional and individual level. ln the U5, alliances between
industry, local authorities and the environmental comrnunity to push
the 'buy Recycled' agenda have started to make an innpact. Now is the
time to unlock and expand the opportunities for the UK.

into

tal

a

the

Overcoming the barriers
lmplementing environmental purchasing is a

necessary but not always, easy task. Even the
Department of Trade and Industry has

acknowledged "a certain amount of inertia in

trying to change purchasing practice or encourage

investigation into alternative products". There

is a great deal of misinformation and ignorance

towards all types of products. Critical issues

incl ude product availability and convenience;

those responsible for purchasing decisions should,

within the bounds of financial acceptability, be

able to purchase recycled products as easily as

non-recycled items.

Within the public sector, the introduction of
policies advocating enhanced use of recycled

products is often enthusiastically embraced by

council members but meets resistance at the

officer level, where the responsibility for
implementation lies. Resistance to change and

lack of knowledge about technological
advances, for example, the suitability of many

recycled papers for high volume photocopiers

are, particular, but not insurmountable.

Making the switch
In the past few years, Dorset has seen the
steady development within local government

of a growing awareness about Agenda 21 and

the duties and responsibilities imposed by the
principles to which the UK signed up at the Rio

Earth Summit in 1992 This has lead to a

re-examination by councils of the services they
provide for their communities and the way in
which these services are delivered.

Dorset has a good record of recycling to
date. Countywide the 25ok of household

waste target by the year 2000 has already

been exceeded and it expects to meet the
2005 target (40% of waste)five years ahead of
time. But there is recognition that a lot more needs

to be done to meet the rising tide of waste.

Dorset County Council, as part of its pro-active

waste minimisation and recycling programme,

Plastic timber planter.

J.lVlcHarry



"lt is
important
to keep
researching
the market to
find out what
recycled-
content
products are
available and
to involve
Council staff
in specifying
these whenever
possible."

Recycled plastic'Save

Wood' bench, Children's

Zoo, London Zoo. Recycled

products are everywhere.

l.lVcHarry

launched a Recycled Paper Polrcy in 1996. This

extends to all stationery products, printing and

copying work undertaken by the Authority and

suppliers and assumes a presumption in favour
of recycled paper. As the largest employer in

Dorset, the County Council is a major purchaser

of paper using in excess of 14 million sheets of
white paper for photocopying alone. The

measure ensures both environmental benefits
in terms of landfill avoidance and keeping

materials in a cycle of production, as well as

sending out a signal that the Council recognises

its responsibility to get its own house in order,

before exerting pressure upon its supply chain.

ln keeping with its waste reduction policy.

double-sided copying is also specified

whenever possible.

" Since we encourage the collettion of
paper by the public and our staff for
recycling in Dorset, we should support
the market and encourage end uses by
'closing the loop'through the purchase
of recycled paper."
Clare Read, former Recycling Officer;
Dorset County Council.

The policy has achieved successes, partly due

to the enthusiastic support of the County's

Purchasing Services Co-ordinator and the Print

Unit Manager, who have been prepared to iron

out early technical and operational difficulties
arising from the policys implementation. There

has been support from the top to drive this

through, and a staff suggestion led to the
adoption of the current franking machine

advertising the policy with the wording, "Dorset

County Council uses recycled paper."

But the policy has also encountered
considerable opposition. Some difficulties stem

from the confusion over terminology for
different types of recycled paper and highlight
the need for writing careful specifications

based on 'fitness for purpose' rather than
materials to meet policies. But problems also

arose from the undefined interpretation of the
let out clause - "unless there are valid reasons

for not doing so". According to policy guidance

notes. the unavailability of paper at the
required quality or at an unreasonably high

comparative cost to virgin paper would
constitute a reason for non-compliance. At the

time of implementation, it was still possible to
instruct the Printing Department to supply or
print on virgin paper. The situation is now
being closely monitoreo.

Equipment is less of a barrier with the
installation of new high volume photocopiers

successfully using 100% post consumer waste

recycled paper. The main suppliers of equipment
to the council - Toshiba, Xerox, Oce and Kodak
- provided assurances that the Repeat
photocopier paper is suitable for their newer
machines. Repeat is also guaranteed for use on

laser printers and plain paper faxing. All new
contracts for copiers and printers now specify

the requirement to use recycled paper.

Contact. Gary Simpson

Dorset County Council
D i recto rate of E nvi ro n me nta I Se rvi ces

County Hal[ Dorchester DTI lXJ
Tel: 01305 224258
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The Government has recently issued a consultation on its revised waste strategy, Less Waste

More Value. This publication - which is the result of a collabarative project between Friends

of the Earth, the Community Recycling Network and UK W'aste - is designed to contribr-rte
to the Governmentrs waste policy and help it develop its thinking on waste. But it should
also prove to be of value to all players involved in decision making on waste policy and
practices, whether they be members of a not-for-profit group, a local authority employee, a

waste company, an industrialist or a potential green procurement officer. However, this
report does not pretend to be the last word in recycling. For example, we are already planning
a conference - at which Rt Hon Michael Meacher MP, Minister for the Environment has

agreed to speak - that will allow waste practicioners the opportunity to share experiences
face to face. And further research on the economics of recycling is also planned.

Fortunately it is now widely recognised that we need to increase recycling. As the House
of Commons Environment, Transport and Regional Affairs Committee said in June this year:

"At present 20% of tbe Laodd's population use BO% of tbe LL,orld's resources:
tbe otber 80% - tbe population of tbe deueloping tuot"ld - uses only 2O(/o of
tbese resources. Sucb inequality cannot continue. Traditionally it bas been
belieued tbat as tbe less deuelopecl uorld deueloped it taoulcl use more 6tnd
lnore resoLtrces, and tbat tbe world's supply of resources Luould expand to
Accommod.ate tbat;any sbortage of raLU mate?"ial u,ould eitber stinculate
tbe searcb for neu supplies or encourctge tbe use of alternatiues. Notu, ue
are hauing to face the fact tbat sucb a leuel of resource use uould pusb tbe
Laorld uay beyond ubat is sustainable;so eitber tbe deueloping utoild bas
to be held back or tbe deueloped uorld bas to find, Luays to sustain curuent
standard,s of liuing using lar fetaer ?'esout"ces may be as little as 1O o/o r,tf tbe
resources u)e use nola. sucb a reuolution in resource use, and possibly
reltse, is tbe real driuing force bebind today's needs for tbe deueloped uodd
to take ua.ste minimisation and sustainable deuelopment seriousljt."

The qr-restion is how do we achleve such a 'rrevolution in resource r:se"? This research
suggests that we need action at all levels. \7e need Government inteffention through, for
example, target settinEI, producer responsibility legislation, economic incentives and seed
funding for recycling initiatives. \We need waste companies to invest in rccycling infrastructure
and local authorities to demand quality recycling seryices when they put contracts out to
tender. \We need to captlrre and harness the enthusiasm and innovation shown by communily
recycling initiatives across the country. Ancl we need to shake off the messages of doom
and gloom from the anti-recyclers. If this report does anything, it shows that recycling can
work and that it will bring environmental, economic and social benefits.
The UK no longer needs to be "bottom of the leaguel in recycling. It can and shor,rld aim

to be amongst the best. This is the challenge that awaits us if we reaily want to take waste
minimisation and sustainable development seriously.

Mike Childs,

Senior Waste Campaigner. lndustry and Pollution.

Friends of the Earth

Tel: 001 171 490 0237 Fax: 001 171 490 0881

visit ou r we b site : http : / /www.foe. co. u k : /ca m ps/ i nd pol I I i ndex. htm
26-28 Underwood St.

London N1 7JQ
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Anaerobic digestion: The biological degradation of organic wastes by micro-organisms in an oxygen-free
atmosphere to produce simpler and less offensive organic compounds; commonly a carbon
dioxide/methane mixture (biogas)and a stabilised residue. The biogas may be collected and used

as a fuel either for electricity generation or to provide heat. This is the process which takes place

within landfill and is responsible for the generation of landfill gas. To date, commercial processes

are most commonly applied to the treatment of sewage sludge and cattle slurry.

Benchmark: A baseline measurement or standard acting as a reference pornt for environmental
performance.

BAINEEC: Best Available Technology Not Entailing Excessive Cost.

BPE0: Best Practicable Environmental Option. Defined by ETSU as 'the option which provtdes the
most benefit or least damage to the environment as a whole, at an acceptable cost, in the long
and short term'. Consideration of BPEO for waste requires that both local and national costs and
benefits be addressed. There is no one option equally relevant in every area of the UK.

Buy Back Centers (US): Facilities that offer cash for quantities of recyclables such as aluminium cans

Most buy backs are privately owned enterprises.

Civic Amenity Site (CA Site): A facility provided by the local authority which is accessible to the local
publrc to deposit waste which cannot be collected by the normal household waste collection service.

Go-mingled recyclables: lncludes unsorted, multi-material collection of residential recyclables including
paper, glass, plastics, aluminium, and tin.

Composting: A biological process in which organic material is broken down by the action of
micro-organisms. The degradation takes place in the presence of air (i.e. aerobic conditions) with
the generation of heat and produces carbon dioxide, water and a stabilised organic residue

known as humus. Waste-derived compost can be used as a soil conditioner and improver for a

variety of applications. Composting is regarded as recycling and has been included in the 25%
recycling target.

Contingent valuation: A CV survey creates a hypothetical market for an environmental 'good' and
asks people directly what they would be willing to pay for a specified change in the quantity and
the quality of that 'good'.

Diversion (rate/approach/programmes): The amount of material recovered expressed as a percentage

of the total amount of waste generated.

Drop-0ffs (US): Places where recyclables can be left for collection and involving no payment.

Economic instrument: A tool with the intention to ensure that all the environmental costs are paid
('internalise the externalities')" Waste-related economic instruments include: product charges; collection
charges; disposal charges, emission charges; and deposit-refund systems.

Energy from Waste: A form of resource recovery in which the energy content of a waste is extracted
either by direct combustion to produce heat or by intermediate processing of the waste resulting in

a higher energy solid, liquid or gaseous fuel. 'Energy from Waste' is a well established method of
obtaining added value before final disposal and will increasingly represent the best practicable

option for many wastes.
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EnvironmentalCapacity: This rncludes resources which the environment provides, its ability to
absorb wastes (without increasing pollution) and its provision of Iife support services such as climatic
regulation and maintenance of ecological diversity.

Equity: The costs and benefits of environmental consumption - and of making the transition to
more sustainable forms of development - must be fairly distributed within and between different
communitres and over time.

Full cost accounting: Provides the framework needed to identify and evaluate costs associated with
integrated waste management options. Another form of full cost accounting, called 'true cost or
environmental cost accounting'refers to an economic analysis that takes into account, not only the
full cost of MSW services, but also environmental, health and social costs associated with MSW

options - the 'big' picture (US).

Household Waste: Refers primarily to waste which local authorities have a duty to collect from
households. AIso included is bulky and garden waste, which authorities collect separately, and
waste which householders take themselves to civic amenity (CA) sites, Approximately 27 million
tonnes are produced each year; about 'l tonne for every household.

lncineration: A controlled combustion process in specialised plant that reduces volume and mass
(by 70% on average) of material for disposal.

Kerbside: Collection of separated recyclables in a special box or bag from residential areas.

Landfill: This is the controlled deposit of waste to land. Approximately B5ok of waste in the UK
goes to one of the 4,000 licensed landfillsites in the UK.

Life Gycle Assessment: A method for evaluating the materials inputs and emissions relating to
the whole life cycle of a product, from raw material acquisition, through manufacture, distribution,
retail, use, maintenance, recycling and waste management. Environmental impacts and costs can

be taken into account. Conventional LCAs do not take social and economic impacts into considera-
tion, as they were designed to assess products rather than services.

Market development: The US Environmental Protection Agency defines this as the process of
strengthening or expanding both intermediate and end-uses of materials collected for reuse
and recycling.

Materials Recovery Facility (MRF): Specialised plant which separates, processes and stores
recyclables which have been collected either separately from 'waste' (a 'clean' MRF) or co-mingled
with it ('dirty'MRF). Recycled materials are then sent on to reprocessors and any residual material
not suitable for processing goes for disposal.

Materials recycling: The collection and separation of materials from waste and subsequent
processing to produce marketable products. Recycling differs from product reuse because of the
need to process the recovered material to realise its value.

Municipal Solid Waste (MS$: Wastes collected for treatment and disposal by a local authority.
Material includes: waste from households, civic amenity sites, street sweepings, local authority
collected commercial waste, and some non-hazardous industrial waste.

Non-Fossil Fuel Obligatiofi: The prime mechanism for support of energy recovery from waste.
Preconsumer: Generally production wastes or factory scrap generated by manufacturers and
product converters, for example, product trimmings.

Postconsumef: Materials that have already been used and discarded such as domestic and
commercial waste, corrugated containers, office waste paper, computer paper, wooden
pallets, and packaging materials collected in office, commercial or residential recycling
programmes.
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Precautionary principle: Requires that where there are significant risks of damage to the
environment, precautionary action to Iimit the use of potentially dangerous materials or the spread

of potentially dangerous pollutants is taken, even where scientific knowledge is not conclusive, if
the balance of likely costs and benefits lustifies it.

Producer Responsibility: With specific reference to packaging, the UKs first taste of producer

responsibility legrslation, The Producer Responsibility Obligations (Packaging Waste) Regulations

1997. These regulations aim to put the'polluter pays'principle into practice by ensuring that
companies which handle substantial quantities of packaging take responsibility for their products

throughout their entire lifecycle, including disposal.

Recoverod materials: A broad term, covering both pre-consumer and post-consumer materials

which would otherwise be regarded as 'waste'.

Recycling: The process of putting 'waste' back into the system of production and consumption.
The most desirable form of recycling is when the recycling process creates products of comparable,

or only slightly lowered, quality to the original.

Recycled: The term does not mean that a product contains 100% recovered materials. Nor does it
always mean that a product contains post-consumer/post-use materials. Recycled means that a

product contains some recovered materials.

Recycling Gredits: A form of economic instrument which seeks to improve the pricing of local

waste management markets for household waste by taking account of the activity of recyclers.

Credits take two forms: disposal credits and collection credits. Disposal credits (the bulk of payments

made) are paid to recyclers by disposal authorities reflecting savings which arise in disposal costs.

Source reduction: Waste prevention actions taken close to the source of waste generation. i.e. the
point at which changed behaviour or direct action can reduce the volume of waste generated that
would otherwise have to be recycled, landfilled or incinerated.

Sustainable consumption: The oslo Symposium,1994 (working definition) "the use of goods and

services that respond to basic needs and bring a better quality of life, while minimising the use of
natural resources, toxic materials and emissions of waste and pollutants over the life cycle, so as

not to jeopardise the needs of future generations".

Waste minimisation: A term often used to refer to reduction of waste at source, i"e. producing less

waste.

Windrow: A 'row' of biodegradable waste laid out for aerobic decomposrtion.

White goods: Appliances from residential, commercial or industrial sources including refrigerators,
washing machines, dishwashers, cookers etc.
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